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First names in freer enterprise.
Fewer than 3 per cent of
American businesses are
owned by the black, Spanish
speaking and Indian-Amer
ica ns who make up 17 per cent
of our population.
These companies have
done something about it.
Each is among the first
sponsors of a Minority Enter
prise Small Business Invest
ment Company. (Or MESBIC,
for short.)
The seed capital they pro
vided is being channeled di
rectly to promising businesses
in the form of long-term loans

(5 to 20 years), equity invest
ments or a combination of
both.
The leveraging potential is
impressive. Through Small
Business Administration loans
and guarantees, as much as
$15 of investment monies can
be generated for each $1 of
private capital.
Headline stuff? Hardly.
MESBIC sponsorship simply
means financially backing
minority people who want to
go into business, then helping
them make a go of it.
Not all will make it, even

with help. The first MESBIC
sponsors knew that.
But most will. And that
makes MESBIC a concrete way
to make the American free en
terprise system a little freer.
Maybe a little stronger, too.
If you agree that's good
business, ask for complete in
formation on MESBIC spon
sorship.
You'll be in good company.
Write: Director, Office of
Minority Business Enterprise,
United States Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

Advertising contributed for the public good

Come off it.

Off the pedestal. Out of the executive
suite. Into the shoes of your white- and
blue-collar workers. What do they need
that you could be giving them? Convert
ible debentures? Stock options? Naw!
That’s executive stuff. They need a way
to save a buck. Why don’t you give it to
them? By installing and promoting the
Payroll Savings Plan so they can buy U.S.
Savings Bonds on a regular, systematic
basis. It’s easy and inexpensive. And the
administrative time involved in setting up
the procedures and staging a Savings
Bond drive is minimal. A lot of bosses
pooh-pooh Savings Bonds because they
think they’re not a good enough invest-

ment. If you’re in this group, think
about what B. R. Dorsey, President of
Gulf Oil Corporation and this year’s Chair
man of the U.S. Industrial Payroll Savings
Committee, says on this subject: “Business
leaders should think of Savings Bonds not
as an investment, but as a way of saving.
For hourly workers, they are often the differ
ence between saving something and saving
nothing!” Try it for a year. Get started by

writing Director of Marketing, the Depart
ment of the Treasury, Savings Bonds Divi
sion, Washington, D.C. 20226.

Take stock in America.
U.S. Savings Bonds
The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement.
It is presented as a public service in cooperation with the
Department of the Treasury and the Advertising Council.

Arthur B. Toan, Jr. • Is Accounting Geared to Today’s Needs?..........................................
Accounting has evolved from a report of stewardship
to become a tool of management decision making. As
such, it has a major—although still only dimly under
stood—impact on human behavior. Yet the forms and

p. 17

assumptions of accounting remain firmly economic,
and little attempt has been made to reflect the dis
coveries of the newer behavioral sciences. Is it time
for a change?

Louise H. Dratler • Socio-Economic Accounting: Its Origins, Its Future—An
Interview with David F. Linowes ......................
p. 23
David F. Linowes, a CPA who has given his time and
expertise to governments and institutions all over the
world, takes a broader view of accounting than that
implied by the traditional definition, the language of

business. In this interview he tells how he practices
socio-economic accounting and forecasts a growing
role for it in the accounting profession in the years
to come.

Peter P. Schoderbek and Stephen E. Schoderbek • Integrated Information Systems—
Shadow or Substance?.........................
p. 27
The total, integrated, or “holistic” information system
has become a new cliche of industrial management.
The idea stems from the development of integrated
data processing systems, but it is not necessarily

equally advantageous. Indeed, these authors suggest,
there is grave doubt that integration of information
systems is economically or technically feasible—or even
desirable.

Staff Report • Seventh Annual Computer Conference (Part Two)................................... p. 33
A dramatic presentation illustrating the perils that
face a CPA firm attempting to audit a computer-using

client without adequate data processing skill was a
highlight of the Boston meeting.
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Edward A. Schefer and Ernest B. Thompson
The application of modern management techniques
is relatively new in the highly personalized publish
ing industry. Yet there is great opportunity for their

Integrated Systems for Publishing Houses p. 41
use, as is demonstrated by this description of the ways
in which computers are improving cost and inventory
control and enhancing profits.
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Lists, by authors and by subject categories, all major articles published in Management Adviser this year.
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Pollution
control:
A corporate
responsibility
Pollution and pollution abatement
have become important aspects of every
business. They affect budgets, profit and
loss, position in the community, corporate
image, even the price of stock in some
cases.
Pollution is a now problem that is
receiving now attention from astute busi
nessmen. Water treatment plants, fume
scrubbers and filtration systems, land rec
lamation, plant beautification, litter pre
vention, employee education programs,
are all types of things industry is doing to
help in the pollution fight.
But regardless what a businessman
is doing today he must be considering pol
lution control efforts for tomorrow.
One thing he can do is write for a free
booklet entitled “71 Things You Can Do
To Stop Pollution.” It doesn’t have all the
answers on pollution. But it might give a
businessman a few ideas for both today
and tomorrow.

People start pollution. People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful
advertising contributed for the public good

people, events, techniques
AICPA Draft Statement on MAS, CPAs’ Aid to Detroit

In Improving Operations Discussed at Annual Meeting
The American Institute of Cer
tified Public Accountants evidenced
its commitment to a strong profes
sional involvement in the area of
management advisory services at
its annual meeting, held in Detroit
October 10-13.
At the meeting’s management
advisory services session, AICPA
Executive Vice President Leonard
M. Savoie read a draft of a state
ment developed by the Manage
ment Advisory Services Executive
Committee. The draft demon
strated why the co-existence of
auditing and consulting services in
public accounting firms is of wide
spread benefit not only to clients
but also to the public in general.
“I heartily approve the state
ment,” Mr. Savoie said. “I am con
vinced that management advisory
services will continue to grow and
will continue to be an integral part
November-December, 1971

of the practice of public account
ing.”
The AICPA official referred back
to a speech presented to the an
nual meeting by SEC Commis
sioner James Needham, who, he
said, urged accountants “to look
for ways by which clients can im
prove their productivity and profit
ability, and thus contribute to the
achievement of increasing employ
ment and stemming inflation.”
“Thus, a high officer of Govern
ment has urged the profession to
provide advisory services which
will aid managements to do a bet
ter job and thereby foster economic
health to the benefit of the entire
nation,” Mr. Savoie said.
Responding to a speech present
ed earlier by Ralph Nader, director
of the Center for Responsive Law,
Mr. Savoie told the MAS session,
“Mr. Nader said the profession

must be free of client pressure and
cited management advisory serv
ices as a possible weakness in re
sistance to this pressure.” Mr.
Savoie cited the draft statement as
proof that Mr. Nader was mistaken.
Questioned further on this point,
Mr. Savoie added, ‘The statement
of the Management Advisory Serv
ices Executive Committee develops
in a positive way that management
advisory service improves the com
petence of the firm and increased
competence provides the basis for
further independence in perform
ing professional work.”
At the same session Philip G.
Tannian, project director and ex
ecutive assistant to the mayor of
Detroit, told how that city has
benefited from the management ad
visory services of various CPA
firms.
When the city of Detroit faced
5

a loss of its credit rating and the
possibility of payless paydays for
its employees, Mayor Roman S.
Gribbs sent out a call for help to
Detroit’s CPA firms, the mayor’s
assistant said.
Initially six CPA firms responded
to the city’s SOS and contributed
their services free of charge, Mr.
Tannian said. The firms were
Ernst & Ernst; Touche Ross & Co.;
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgom
ery; Arthur Andersen & Co.; Peat
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; and Ar
thur Young and Company.
The firms looked at the city’s
operations and recommended im
provements that would result in
cash savings without impairing
service quality, Mr. Tannian ex
plained.
Their goals were to improve ac
countability, expedite decisions,
and improve employee morale. A
job freeze was instituted, and by
redistributing duties it was found
that within eight months the city
government was getting along well
despite 2,000 job vacancies. When
more cuts were needed, an addi
tional 500 employees were laid off
“without materially affecting the
quality or quantity of services ren
dered,” Mr. Tannian reported. He
said the dismissed employees were
later called back as job vacancies
developed.
Another area the firms investi
gated was the disposal of solid
wastes. A saving of hundreds of
thousands of dollars was made
possible by quadrupling the ton
nage of solid waste processed in one
compacting facility, Mr. Tannian
said. Compaction costs much less
per ton than incineration does, and
increasing the use of the compact
ing facility allowed the city to save
the money that would have been
needed to repair one of its old
broken incinerators. Another real
improvement made through the in
creased use of the facility was a
reduction in Detroit’s air pollution,
the mayor’s assistant pointed out.
Detroit now has funding avail
able for its management advisory
services projects and has 13 proj
ects underway with an aggregate
6

contract value of approximately
$3,000,000. Smaller CPA firms have
joined the initial six in providing
their services.
Some of the projects the Detroit
city government is funding arc: an
alyzing the business and manage
ment systems of Detroit General
Hospital; developing a housing
model to evaluate current pro
grams; centralization of the city’s
data processing facilities; convert
ing the operations of traffic court
to EDP; auditing all operating
agencies not subject to the city’s
Auditor General.
Under a $1,980,000 contract De
troit’s law enforcement agencies are
being analyzed. Mr. Tannian says
this project has already shown
some measure of success: Street
crime has been decreasing in De
troit since the beginning of the
year.
Mr. Tannian said that he hopes
that by next year Mayor Gribbs
will be able to say that Detroit is
operating at the lowest possible
cost consistent with urban needs;
that city employees have become
more satisfied, committed, and
competent; and that the organiza
tional structure of the city has
changed in the interests of better
government. Mr. Tannian said that
both he and the mayor were “very
pleased that the accounting profes
sion is having a hand” in making
the city “a wonderful place to live
in again.”

MAS Education
Preparing accounting students
for the management advisory serv
ices specialty was discussed by Dr.
Thomas H. Williams, professor of
accounting at the University of
Texas, Austin.
Dr. Williams told the meeting
that the basic characteristics of
management advisory services re
quire an emphasis on quantitative
analysis of management problems
and a knowledge of data process
ing systems. At the University of
Texas the M.B.A. in management
sciences includes courses in quan
titative methods, computer sci

ences, and behavioral sciences in
the context of the problems that
are likely to arise.
Educators, Dr. Williams said, arc
still uncertain about the right blend
of courses for the management
services specialty. They also ques
tion whether an M.B.A. is sufficient
for the management services spe
cialist; perhaps a doctorate is nec
essary.
Dr. Williams maintains that,
while today the management ad
visory services departments of CPA
firms have “conglomerate-like sets
of capabilities,” in the long run
the management services staff will
consist entirely of CPAs, occasion
ally augmented by outside spe
cialists.
Mr. Savoie commented that there
are more specialties involved in the
management advisory services area
than a CPA can possibly have and
that is why it is so important for
the accounting profession to recog
nize the necessary specialists.
In response, Dr. Williams point
ed out that to remain a profession
there is a need for a commonality
of knowledge. He observed that
specialization in both auditing and
taxes springs out of a common body
of knowledge and he believes the
same can be true of management
advisory services.
At a ceremony held during the
annual business session William C.
Ramsgard, of Crouse-Hinds Co.,
Syracuse, N.Y., received the Lester
Witte Foundation Award for the
best article in Management
Adviser (formerly Management
Services) “promoting or exempli
fying the practice of management
services in a small or medium size
firm.” The award, a plaque and
$100, was presented for his article,
“Evaluate Your Computer Installa
tion,” which appeared in the Jan
uary-February, 1971, issue of the
magazine. The board of consulting
editors selected the article as the
best to appear in the period JulyAugust, 1970, through May-June,
1971. The award was presented by
the AICPA’s then-President Mar
shall S. Armstrong.
Management Adviser

Executive Pay Rises Last

Year Foreshadowed Wage

Freeze, McKinsey Says
“In effect, industry beat Presi
dent Nixon to the punch in curb
ing inflation with its own wage
freeze at the executive level,” re
ports George H. Foote, McKinsey
& Company partner who directed
the firm’s latest Executive Com
pensation Survey, covering 1970.
He reports that the rise in top
executive compensation was only
about one-tenth of the nation’s
cost-of-living increment last year.
Top executive compensation (in
cluding salary, bonus, and other
contractual amounts of cash and
stock) in 577 of the largest U.S.
corporations in 31 industries were
covered in the McKinsey study.
According to McKinsey, total
compensation for chief executives
rose an average of only 0.6 per
cent in 1970 over the previous year,
compared with a 4.6 per cent gain
in 1969 and 9.8 per cent in 1968.
In 1970, sales for these companies
rose an average of only 3.9 per
cent, the smallest gain since 1961,
and profits fell an average of 13.1
per cent, the largest drop since the
survey began in 1954.
The study found that the sec
ond-, third-, and fourth-highestpaid company executives received
increases parallel to the top man’s.
Last year their compensation stood
at 71, 58, and 51 per cent of the
chief executive’s, compared with
73, 58, and 51 per cent in the pre
vious year.

Many cut salaries
Thirteen of the 31 industries
showed overall chief executive pay
cuts. Seventeen industries showed
chief executive pay increases. Mc
Kinsey reports that the correlation
between changes in executive pay
and corporate profits was stronger
in 1970 than in previous years.
In 12 of the 18 industries in
which profits declined, there was
either no change or a reported de
November-December, 1971

crease in executive compensation.
One notable exception was the
air transportation industry. Al
though 1969 was profitable, the pic
ture changed so abruptly that
there was an earnings deficit last
year in the air transportation in
dustry. Still its top executives re
ceived the largest overall increase
in chief executive pay among all
industries, 12.5 per cent, McKinsey
reports.
Half the companies surveyed
gave pay increases to their top ex
ecutives, with the average gain
being 10.0 per cent. Thirty-two per
cent lowered chief executive com
pensation in 1970, and 18 per cent
reported no change, McKinsey says.
In the air transportation, chemi
cal, nonferrous metals, paper, rub
ber, and textile industries, at least
one of every three companies re
ported profit declines but gave
raises to their chief executives, the
management consulting firm re
ports.
The largest one-year stock op
tion gain for an individual execu
tive was $1.4 million and the larg
est five-year option gain for another
was $3.6 million.
Twenty per cent of the compa
nies with stock option programs in
stituted entirely new ones or sig
nificantly revamped their old ones.
“This accelerating move to adopt
ing new stock programs is a direct
result of the Tax Reform Act of
1969 and the growing disenchant
ment with qualified stock options,”
McKinsey Partner Foote explains.
“Companies are now taking a more
performance-oriented approach to
capital accumulation programs
where benefits are not tied solely
to the vagaries of the stock market.”

Westinghouse Offers
Computer Production

Program Package
A package of computer programs
designed to increase production
knowledge and reduce operating

costs has been developed by the
Westinghouse Tele-Computer Sys
tems Corporation, Pittsburgh.
Westinghouse’s new Bill of Mate
rial Processor, the program pack
age, improves the organization,
maintenance, and flow of informa
tion in the engineering and man
ufacturing information depart
ments, Westinghouse claims.
The Bill of Material Processor
provides the user with a central
ized data base of engineering and
manufacturing product informa
tion; information retrieval capabil
ity on demand; a where-used re
trieval on component parts; detail
part explosions; and a framework
for further mechanization.
Westinghouse’s program package
is written in COBOL. More infor
mation on the Bill of Material
Processor is available from the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Westinghouse Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15222.

Cost Analysis Can

Ease Staff Cutbacks,

Says Machine Supplier
Cost analysis techniques can min
imize staff cutbacks caused by the
recession, says Arthur L. Hanrahan,
president of Philips Business Sys
tems Inc., a New York office equip
ment supplier.
Mr. Hanrahan points out that the
current economy has been described
as a “white collar recession” and
that many jobs important to com
pany efficiency have been eliminat
ed because of it.
“The situation points up the
growing need for a systems ap
proach in administration proce
dures,” Mr. Hanrahan says. “Com
panies which properly control of
fice costs and staff levels in normal
times obviously will need to do less
trimming during hard times, and
will be able to maintain vital ser
vices.”
Careful analysis of company com
munications can produce startling
7

savings, Mr. Hanrahan maintains.
To take the analytical approach,
company communications should
be looked on as the “word process
ing system,” he says.
“Put simply, this means match
ing properly trained people with
the best machines for carrying out
a planned communications pro
gram.”
All communications should be
designed for a specific and needed
purpose, Mr. Hanrahan points out,
not as a goal in themselves. Also,
office facilities and equipment
should be regularly reappraised for
adequacy, he recommends.
The latest office equipment can
free executives and secretaries from
more routine tasks and allow them
to spend their time on administra
tive duties, Mr. Hanrahan says.

Survey of Communications
Facilities Offered by
Philadelphia Firm
A survey of communications fa
cilities available today has been
compiled by the Datapro Research
Corporation, Philadelphia, and is
being offered to data processing
executives free of charge.
All About Data Communications
Facilities is a description of the
facilities and the services they offer
and the associated rates. It includes
public networks, leased lines,
WATS, TWX, Telex, Telpak, and
other facilities.
The survey was originally pub
lished as part of the August sup
plement to DATAPRO 70, a man
agement-oriented information serv
ice on computer equipment and
software. The report is being of
fered free of charge to allow data
processing executives to sample the
information included in the DATA
PRO service.
In looking ahead to the micro
wave communications facilities
dedicated to the transmission of
data (see M/A July-Aug. ’71, pp.
8-9), the report says, “All in all, it
looks like a bonanza for some data
8

processing users, with several types
of improved services and lower
prices over the next three to four
years. Datran, AT&T, and Western
Union have all announced switched
microwave networks to begin oper
ation in 1973 or 1974. MCI [Micro
wave Communications, Inc.] plans
to begin operation of dedicated
lines in 1971.”
The Datapro 13-page report is a
summary of what is available now.
All About Data Communications
Facilities may be obtained from
the Datapro Research Corporation,
2204 Walnut Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103.

Optical reader survey

Another DATAPRO 70 feature
report, All About Optical Readers,
is being sold for $10.00 a copy.
The 28-page report covers char
acter, mark, and bar-code readers
from 32 different manufacturers.
Included in the report are com
parison charts describing the rec
ognition capabilities, document
specifications, output media, error
control features, performance, pric
ing, availability status, and appli
cations of 64 readers priced from
$1,235 to $1,500,000.
The general characteristics, capa
bilities, and limitations of current
optical readers are also explained
in the report.

RCA Abandons

Computers to Focus
On ‘Special’ Systems
One year and two days after
RCA set out to do battle with IBM
for a share of its computer busi
ness, the challenger raised the
white flag of defeat. (See M/S
Nov.-Dec. ’70, p. 16.)
On September 10, 1971, RCA
Corporation Chairman Robert W.
Sarnoff announced his corporation
would go out of the main-frame
computer manufacturing business.
Instead, it will devote its computer

efforts to the development and
marketing of specialized data com
munications and specially designed
business systems, he said.
Just about a year earlier Mr. Sar
noff had said, “We are determined
to attain an industry rank second
only to IBM in this country. . . .
In order to accomplish this goal
RCA is prepared to commit what
ever resources are necessary.”
However, since that time RCA
has made intensive studies of the
industry’s changing conditions. The
studies indicated that over the next
five years RCA would have to in
vest more than $500 million to fi
nally make a profit. “With the con
currence of my associates in man
agement,” Chairman Sarnoff said,
“I determined that the price was
simply too high for RCA. . . ”
RCA now joins GE in the ranks
of those who tried but failed. (See
M/S July-Aug. ’70, p. 12.) How
ever, while GE was able to merge
its computer operations with Hon
eywell’s, RCA at the time of its
announcement had not yet found a
buyer for its facilities. Approxi
mately 10,000 people are employed
in RCA’s computer operations, and
one analyst predicted 70 per cent
of them will be laid off.
Industry analysts now fear that
customers will lose faith in the
smaller computer manufacturers
and buy only from IBM. Customers
do not want to be left with equip
ment from manufacturers that are
no longer around, it is observed.
RCA does intend to fulfill its con
tractual commitments, Mr. Sarnoff
said. It will continue to provide
maintenance work through its sub
sidiary, the RCA Service Company.
Mr. Sarnoff said that RCA ex
pects to take a resulting write-off
in 1971 “that could reach $250 mil
lion after tax” and will produce a
“substantial loss” for the year. This
anticipated net loss exceeds the
largest net profit in RCA history,
$160.7 million in 1968. It is even
possible the charge will exceed
RCA’s combined net income for
1970 and 1971.
Where did RCA go wrong? Two

Management Adviser

contributing factors may have been
that it made no overseas marketing
attempt until this past July and it
was never well established as a
business machine supplier.
Robert Colton, vice president of
the Quantum Science Corporation,
said that he thought RCA suffered
from the general economic condi
tions, the company’s own bad
moves, and the customers’ disen
chantment with the “oversold”
computer. He feels that RCA’s de
cision signals the end of “me-tooism in the computer industry.”
While the main-frame computer
business makes up the bulk of the
computer industry, RCA, belatedly,
found out that this segment would
“continue to grow but at lower
levels than previously projected,”
Mr. Sarnoff said.
Ironically, it seems IRM will gain
the most by RCA’s pulling out of
the field. RCA had designed its
computers to be directly competi
tive—and thus compatible—with
IRM machines, so RCA customers
will find IBM programing and
service support the most easily
available, it is supposed. Also, cus
tomer apprehension of dealing with
smaller firms that might go out of
the computer business may give
IBM added sales.
Richard Brandon of Brandon Ap
plied Systems concluded, “IBM is
just too good and too tough to at
tempt to take head-on.”

League of Urban
School Areas Forming
Common Data Base
The Council of the Great City
Schools, a coalition of 22 of the
nation’s largest urban school dis
tricts, is developing a planning and
management information system, it
was recently announced.
The system will be used to assist
in measuring the progress and ef
fectiveness of school programs, for
short- and long-range planning,
November-December, 1971

MIRACODE II, a new electronic system for coding, filing, and retrieving
microfilmed information, was introduced this fall by Eastman Kodak Company.
Using a 12-digit code system for identification of randomly filed documents,
the retrieval terminal can scan 16mm roll microfilm at rates up to 350 docu
ments per second to retrieve the document or documents sought, then make
paper copies as desired. MIRACODE II is essentially an improved version
of a system introduced by Kodak in 1963; it is, says Kodak, more reliable,
more versatile, faster (the new encoder, for example, is twice as fast as the
old one), and cheaper ($25,000 to $35,000 for camera, encoder, controller, re
trieval terminal, and copier). MIRACODE I was originally designed for tech
nical library systems but has found applications in business, in hospitals, and in
police departments. Kodak is now stressing the business market—for storage
and retrieval of customer orders, inventory data, payables, and receivables.

and for budget preparation and
administration.
System 2000, a general purpose
data base management system de
veloped and marketed by MRI
Systems Corporation, Austin, Texas,
is being used for the Council’s
project.
The Council’s system will be de
veloped in the Dallas Independent
School District and then be made
available to the other 21 members

of the Council of Great City
Schools.
Three separate but highly inter
related data bases will compose
the system. One data base will con
tain information on students, a sec
ond, on teachers and school person
nel, and the third will describe
facilities and equipment. The in
formation will be used to support
strategic planning and top man
agement functions.
9

London Airport Installs

First Real Time Cargo

Handling System
London’s Heathrow Airport re
cently put into operation the
world’s first real-time automated
cargo handling system.
The system, called LACES (Lon
don Airport Cargo Electronic Data
Processing Scheme), is designed to
clear incoming air freight through
customs in one-third of the usual
time by reducing the paperwork
involved.
Heathrow Airport handles over
400,000 tons of cargo a year and
this figure is expected to increase
by more than one-third by 1975.
The LACES system provides con
tinual information on the progress
of each incoming consignment
through the clearance process and
reduces the amount of necessary
storage space.
The LACES system cost $12,000,000 and took approximately
500 man-years over a two-year
period to complete.
Computer Sciences International,
Computer Sciences Corporation’s
European organization, designed
the system’s software.
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines cargo
facilities and several customs sta
tions were the first organizations to
be connected to LACES. Addition
al airlines are being added this fall.
LACES is being operated by the
National Data Processing Service,
the service bureau sponsored by
the British Post Office.

are being offered the new service.
Dart Ireland’s first direct mail
list will contain more than 500,000
names of European university stu
dents for a major international
magazine publisher.

System adapts to tape

“Our new operation in Ireland
produces direct mail lists that com
bine broad selectivity with a high
degree of accuracy,” said Lewis
Rashmir, president of Dart Direct
Marketing. “Our system also is
tailored to the conversion of busi
ness data from a printed form to
computer magnetic tape for such
functions as customer invoices and
billings, registration lists, and gen
eral record keeping.”
Dart Ireland is located in Tuam,
County Galway. Dart Direct Mar
keting, Los Angeles, established the
Irish subsidiary in cooperation with
the Industrial Development Author
ity of Ireland. Dart Ireland will
employ over 200 people when it
goes into full production.

Computer Order System

Atlanta College Added
To List Giving Credit

For Computer Courses
Over the past year more and
more colleges have awarded aca
demic credits for courses com
pleted in computer institutes. Such
a cooperative program has re
cently been worked out in the
Southeast between the Honeywell
Institute of Information Sciences
and Atlanta Baptist College.

For Europe Established

Students who completed com
puter institute courses in the past
were able in some cases to take
examinations to qualify them for
college credits. However, this new
arrangement gives the student col
lege credit, when he applies to a
cooperating university, just on the
basis of successful course com
pletion.
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Control Data is affiliated with
The University of Minnesota, The
New York Institute of Technology,
and Augsburg College and Golden
Valley Lutheran College, both in
Minnesota.
Honeywell is affiliated with At
lanta Baptist College and Pepper
dine University, Los Angeles.

Authorizes Pilot

Credit is automatic

Dart Industries Inc. has estab
lished a subsidiary in the Republic
of Ireland to provide a new com
puterized direct mail service for
marketing in Europe. Companies
in the United States and Europe

Affiliations

New York Stock Exchange

Direct Mailing Service

In Ireland by U.S. Firm

The college’s curriculum com
mittee reviews the course content,
applicability to the academic de
gree, and the computer institute’s
faculty before the decision to ac
credit the commercial course is
made.
Two of the computer schools that
have had these cooperative pro
grams are Control Data’s and
Honeywell’s institutes.

The Board of Governors of the
New York Stock Exchange has au
thorized $300,000 for the immedi
ate pilot testing of a new program
that would enable member firms to
execute 100-share orders by com
puter.
If the pilot program proves suc
cessful, the Board of Governors in
dicated, it is prepared to spend an
estimated additional $7.4 million to
put the system into full operation.
The complete system could be fully
implemented by late 1973, the
Board said.
In a special bulletin to NYSE
members, Chairman of the Board
Ralph DeNunzio and President
Robert Haack explained that mem
bers of the Exchange staff had de
veloped three alternative automa
tion plans. The Automated Trading
System was selected because it
seemed the best approach to auto
mating the Floor, it would be less
Management Adviser

than one quarter the cost of the
other alternatives, and it would
take less than half the time to im
plement, the NYSE officials re
ported.
This is how the Automated Trad
ing System will work: Specialist
firms (those that buy or sell for
their own account to stabilize price
fluctuations) will provide ATS
quotes and quantities for each of
their stocks. Brokerage houses will
transmit their 100-share market
orders to the Exchange’s computer,
either directly or with the assist
ance of a clerk on the Floor.
As each incoming order is re
ceived the ATS computer will au
tomatically execute it against the
specialist’s quote, providing no
stop is requested. Once the execu
tion is made the computer will up
date the quantity connected with
the quotes, report the trade on the
ticker, notify the brokerage firm
that its order has been executed,
and tell the specialist of his part
in the trade.
This system will make it possible
for a customer to telephone his
registered representative to place
an order and to receive a report
on its execution all in the same
call, NYSE officials say.
Chairman DeNunzio and Presi
dent Haack conclude, “Automated
execution of 100-share market or
ders under the ATS system retains
all the benefits of the central auc
tion market, including the depth
and fair and orderly trading made
possible by the unique strength
of the Exchange’s specialist system.
At the same time, ATS brings the
speed and efficiency of the com
puter into the trading process.”
The American Stock Exchange
is developing its own system for
automated execution, but spokes
men at both exchanges say the two
systems will be compatible, an im
portant feature because of the over
lap of membership on the two ex
changes.
A system for the computerized
execution of orders for less than
100 shares is already being imple
mented by the New York Stock
Exchange.
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New IBM terminal can show broker and customer account status.

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith

Orders Nearly 4,000 New IBM Terminals
The same day IBM announced
a new communications system for
the brokerage industry, Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,
Inc., said it had ordered 3,896 of
the new IBM desk-top terminals.
The investment firm indicated that
this was the largest order that had
ever been placed for electronic
stock-market quotation devices.
The IBM 3670 brokerage com
munications system can include
thousands of TV-like display ter
minals. It can link brokers across
the nation to their firm’s central
IBM System/370 or System/360,
IBM says. The terminal output
cannot be used with other com
puters.
Can send orders, too
On the terminal’s keyboard there
are 178 color-coded keys. By de
pressing the keys, orders can be
transmitted via the central com
puter to the floor of the proper
exchange.
Information that can be dis
played on the terminal screen by
pressing the appropriate keys in

cludes a customer’s portfolio; sta
tistical data on a security; analysts’
opinions on stock-issuing compa
nies; exchange tickers; market in
dices; and financial news wires.
It is possible to display informa
tion in a split-screen arrangement.
Current price of a stock, for ex
ample, could be displayed on the
top of the screen and an analyst’s
opinion of the security on the bot
tom half.

Shipments will start next fall
Monthly rental for a terminal is
$62 with a purchase price of $2,130.
The required control unit, which
handles up to 24 displays and 8
printers, rents for $1,845 with a
purchase price of $63,780. First
customer shipments will begin next
fall.
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, Inc., said it will take 18
months to phase in the IBM termi
nals. This could mean it will phase
out the 3,896 terminals it has
bought from Ultronic Systems,
Scantlin Electronics, and BunkerRamo.
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Marketers Must Tighten Quality Control Standards; More Stringent
Federal Consumer Protection Laws Proposed, Speakers Tell Jersey Meeting
Manufacturers must be respon
sible for marketing products which
are safe under conditions of normal
use and even in cases of foresee
able abuse, Samuel M. Hart, dep
uty director of the Bureau of Prod
uct Safety, told the second annual
Product Liability Prevention Con
ference.
The manufacturer “must do the
necessary testing, evaluating, and
appraising of his product to assure
himself that there is no potential
or actual hazard which can be min
imized or eliminated, and that the
consumer will not suffer injury or
illness when using his product,” Mr.
Hart said.
More than 250 industrialists, re
tailers, engineers, attorneys, and
insurance men attended the Prod
uct Liability Prevention Confer
ence. The three-day conference
was held August 25-27 at the New
ark College of Engineering, in New
Jersey. The conference was spon
sored by ten national professional
and trade organizations and fi
nanced by Associated Testing Lab
oratories, Inc., of Wayne, N. J.
Congressman Benjamin S. Rosen
thal (D-L, N.Y.) told the confer
ence that federal consumer protec
tion is at a “ten-year low” and that
he is introducing legislation to pre
vent repetition of the Bon Vivant
and Campbell soup botulism inci
dents.
Congressman Rosenthal’s legis
lation would strip the Food and
Drug Administration and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture of all
responsibility for inspection of food
products. A new Food Safety
Agency would be given the inspec
tion responsibility.
The proposed legislation would
also require brand-name food man
ufacturers who produce under pri
vate labels for others to affix their
own names on all such products.
Another conference speaker, WilHam D. Dixon, assistant director
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for industry guidance in the FTC’s
Bureau of Consumer Protection,
said the time is coming when the
manufacturer of a “lemon” will
have a duty to replace it volun
tarily, “no matter what the cost.”
Pending legislation would keep
the seller from giving an express
warranty under which he would
“assume a lesser burden than that
which would say that his products
are at least fit and useable for the
ordinary purposes for which they
are sold,” Mr. Dixon warned.
Even if no new product safety
standards and safety legislation are
enacted by Congress, the FTC
might enforce existing safety stand
ards or create such standards
where none now exist, Mr. Dixon
explained.

Legal perils cited

There is anticompetitive poten
tial in safety standards, and conse
quently Mr. Dixon urges that pro
visions be made “to insure that
such standards not be used as a
guise for collusion by manufactur
ers to engage in activities which
adversely affect competition.”
Richard M. Marcus, immediate
past president of the American
Trial Lawyers Association, pointed
out to the conference audience that
statements made—or not made—in
advertising and on labels can be
used against a manufacturer in a
successful product liability lawsuit.
Mr. Marcus cited the case of three
illiterate farm workers who died
from exposure to an insecticide.
The court held that the manufac
turer should have realized the
printed warning on the label was
not enough. “College graduates are
not the only consumers,” Mr. Mar
cus said.
Manufacturers should make qual
ity control programs and liability
control programs an integrated co
ordinated total program, Donald

S. Feigenbaum, executive vicepresident of General Systems Com
pany, of Pittsfield, Mass., told the
conference.

Quality control characteristics
Mr. Feigenbaum outlined 11
characteristics a quality control
program must have if it is to re
duce liability risks. The quality
control program:
“1. Controls quality on an inte
grated, organization-wide basis;
“2. Has primary decision making
ties with upper management;
“3. Provides a budgetary base
and technical competence to per
mit preventive effort;
“4. Establishes quality control as
a set of disciplines applied through
out the business;
“5. Establishes quality control’s
coupling with customers on a posi
tive, feed-forward basis;
“6. Structures and reports qual
ity costs;
“7. Makes quality motivation a
continuous process;
“8. Continuously measures and
monitors actual customer quality
satisfaction;
“9. Provides good product serv
ice on a rapid and economic basis;
“10. Integrates product liability
control considerations;
“11. Adds a major, organization
ally ‘horizontal’ workscope to the
quality function.”

Foresees systems role

Mr. Feigenbaum predicted, “This
new and long overdue partnership
between the quality field and the
product liability field may well see
systems engineering becoming the
fundamental design technology of
the quality engineer in his work of
creating integrated quality systems
in his company which build liabil
ity prevention within themselves.”
Albert F. Erdman, president of
Management Adviser

Associated Testing Laboratories,
Inc., Wayne, N. J., the company
financing the conference, recently
stated that 300,000 product liability
suits reach the courts ann
ually. By
1975 it is predicted that 750,000
such suits will come into the
courts.
“There is an increasingly urgent
social and economic need to mini
mize the potential for damage in
herent in every product on the
market,” Mr. Erdman said. “This
applies not only to design and man
ufacture but even to labeling in
structions and advertising. If the
size of court awards—in some cases
running into millions of dollars—
is evidence of this, judges and
juries think so too.”
Associated Testing has started a
new hazard evaluation and liabil
ity prevention division to serve
manufacturers, retailers, trade asso
ciations, attorneys, and insurers.
The company is an independent
test laboratory and a custom manu
facturer of environmental simulat
ors used in product testing.

Photocopies of Printed

Matter for Last 100
Years Offered
Photocopies of material pub
lished within about the last hun
dred years can be obtained from
the Berliner Research Center, Dan
bury, Connecticut, 06810.
A computer research system has
been added to the manual system
used by the literature researchers.
Some of the sources covered are
newspapers, periodicals, trade
marks, government publications,
corporation reports, labor union
publications, patents, catalogs, and
advertisements.
Berliner offers a search service as
well as a photocopying service
where no search is required, the
client supplying the details of
sources.
The company is making avail
able a brochure, T-2, giving more
details about Berliner’s services.
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Texas City Developing

Central Computer Data

File for All Agencies
Wichita Falls, Texas, is develop
ing a computer system that will
serve as a central and single infor
mation file for all its city agencies
and city-owned utilities.
The system is being developed
with the aid of a three-million-dol
lar Federal grant. At the center
of the management information
system is an IBM System/370
Model 145.
1,500 city activities

Wichita Falls started the project
in March, 1970, and expects to have
it completed by March, 1973. The
first step in the project was to re
examine the functions of city gov
ernment. About 1,500 separate ac
tivities were identified, including
issuing of parking tickets and sell
ing water to residents.
Jerry Dunn, assistant city man
ager in charge of the project, gave
one example of how the city will
use its new system. “Our building,
tax, fire, and engineering depart
ments all need information on land
use throughout the city,” he said.
“Traditionally, each department in
dependently gathers the specific
information it needs. With the new
system, we are developing a single
land-use data file that can serve
all these city agencies, as well as
the county and school district.”
Vehicle information
The system will be used by the
police department to keep track of
stolen vehicles and other property
and to process complaints. It will
also develop maintenance sched
ules for all city-owned vehicles.
In 1966 Wichita Falls became
one of the first cities in the nation
to install a computer to regulate
traffic signals on city streets. The
city hopes that its management in
formation system will serve as a
model for other cities.

A computer is producing route maps
for drivers at the Fox Grocery Com
pany in Pittsburgh. Computer consid
ers traffic patterns, driving time in
working out most efficient routes for
each of company's 40 trucks.

Burroughs Shows Three

New Calculators; One
Is Miniature Model
An electronic display calculator
that requires 42 per cent less desk
space than the smallest previous
model developed by Burroughs
has been introduced by that com
pany along with two other new
models.
New small calculator
The C 3160 electronic calculator
is 4.8 inches wide, 3.1 inches high,
and 9.5 inches deep and it weighs
3.1 pounds. The calculator can be
operated with the power furnished
by a car cigarette lighter outlet. It
sells for $389 or can be leased for
$12 a month on a three-year plan.

Other models
The second new calculator intro
duced by Burroughs is the C 3260,
which is slightly larger than the
C 3160. It has an independent stor
age memory which enables it to
accumulate results or be used for
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constant factor calculations. The
C3260 sells for $449 and may be
leased for $14 per month on a
three-year plan.
Burrough’s third new calculator
is the C 3225. It uses medium-scale
integrated circuitry and can com
pletely solve many problems which
previously would have required an
independent storage memory, Bur
roughs claims.
The C3225 can compute gross,
discount, sales tax, and net for
single-line invoices by using only
the computing unit, Burroughs
says. The C 3225 can be purchased
for $695 and leased for $21 per
month on a three-year plan.

Honeywell Announces

Information System
For Distributors
A new information system for
wholesale distributors has been de
veloped by Honeywell Information
Systems.
Called Management Information
for DIStributors (MI.DIS), the
system incorporates ten subsystems
to provide solutions to functional
problems in the areas of marketing,
financial management, operations
control, and product acquisition
and control.
Subsystems of MI.DIS can be
implemented and intermixed on a
schedule that best meets the needs
of the distribution firm, Honeywell
states. Because the subsystems in
terconnect, a report-by-exception
system allows the elimination of
duplicate stored information.

All functions covered

The ten subsystems cover the
functional areas of order process
ing, financial management, inven
tory management,
purchasing,
transportation, facilities and equip
ment maintenance, merchandising,
warehouse control, customer serv
ices, and management planning.
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Conference Board Survey Shows Business

Feels More Social Involvement Essential
Traditional public relations tac
tics are not by themselves sufficient
to counteract the image of private
enterprise being created by its
critics, a group of recently sur
veyed business leaders feel.
The Conference Board conducted
a survey of 196 top-level executives
from 65 countries. Many of the ex
ecutives believe business must de
velop new initiatives to expand its
social role and open up its com
munication lines with the public.
“It is most dangerous to think of
the problems in image and public
relations terms,” a U.S. executive
told The Conference Board. “One
cannot ‘implant an image’ if it is
not so; overemphasis on, or overconfidence in, communication tech
niques should not supplant facing
the substance of the matter.”
A Norwegian executive said, “We
must make a systematic effort to
sell the argument that business is
not a homogeneous group in a sin
ister alliance against the rest of
society.”
The Conference Board reports
the vast majority of those inter
viewed believe business will have
to play a greater social role. Some
believe failure to act will result in
harsh penalties.
A U. S. company president said,
“It is not only possible for business
to fulfill both the social and eco
nomic roles expected of it today,
it is necessary if private enterprise
wishes to survive in its present
form and to continue to pursue its
business goals in a just and pros
perous society.”
“Why should youth have a mo
nopoly in declaring itself for hu
man values?” a Canadian executive
said. “Surely on the issues affecting
our environment—racial equality,
equal opportunity, clean air and
water, housing, slum clearance, the
elimination of hunger at home and
abroad—the leaders of private en
terprise and idealistic youth are on

common ground. We provide the
money and material that are being
used to correct these ills, but with
out our open involvement in this
activity our material contribution
is anonymous or assumed to have
been grudgingly extracted.”
The executives believe compa
nies in industrialized countries
should push for better business
practices (including improved cus
tomer relations, responsible finan
cial management, and equitable
treatment of employees); give more
priority to research and develop
ment of new products; and main
tain continuous training of man
agement.
In less developed countries com
panies should develop effective
quality controls; eliminate racial
and national discrimination in hir
ing and promoting; provide job se
curity for workers; and support
management training centers and
vocational schools, the executives
said.
They believe that private enter
prise is held in the highest esteem
in the industrially developed coun
tries and that it is in the less devel
oped countries that the more se
vere image problems exist.

Xerox Gives Staff
Paid Time for

Social Welfare Work
Selected employees of the Xerox
Corporation are being given time
off at full pay to participate in so
cial welfare projects.
“In an effort to put something
back into society, we are giving
the most important asset we have
—the time of our people,” said
Xerox President and Chief Execu
tive Officer C. Peter McColough.
The Xerox Social Service Leave
Management Adviser

Program will grant company em
ployees in the United States up to a
year’s leave at full pay to pursue a
self-selected project that will aid
society. Anyone who has worked
at Xerox for at least three years is
eligible for this program.
When the employee returns to
Xerox he will be given a job with
pay, responsibility, status, and op
portunity for advancement equal to
the one he left.
Xerox will give a total of 240
man-months a year to the social
service program. A seven-member
employee evaluation committee will
select those to be granted leaves.
The social service projects en
gaged in need have no connection
with the employee’s job or the skills
he uses at Xerox, the company said.
Any kind of social service that is
sponsored by a public or private,
nonprofit, legitimate, existing or
ganization that will accept the of
fered participation can be pro
posed.
“We are now giving Xerox peo
ple a chance to pursue these kinds
of activities full time during the
prime of their working careers and
when they are best able to do it,”
Mr. McColough said. “They are not

going to have to wait until they
retire.”
The employee evaluation com
mittee is a cross-section of Xerox
people which includes former mem
bers of the Peace Corps and the
Office of Economic Opportunity in
Washington and a corporate vice
president who once left Xerox for
three years to teach and write
plays.

Two new publications from the
American Federation of Informa
tion Processing Societies, Inc., are
now available.
The Proceedings of the 1971
Spring Joint Computer Conference,
Volume 38 of AFIPS Conference
Proceedings, contains 67 papers
presented May 18-20 in Atlantic
City.
The fully indexed 631-page
volume may be obtained from
AFIPS Press, 210 Summit Avenue,

Gratis booklet
The TBI Guide to Computer
Sub-Leases—A Self Teaching Study
is being offered free to interested
computer users by Time Brokers,
Inc., 500 Executive Blvd., Elmsford,
N. Y. 10523.
The 12-page booklet is in the
form of self-teaching questions. It
is designed to help those consider
ing subleasing of their installed
equipment develop a realistic sub
leasing marketing plan.
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Three New

Publications

Are Available

Montvale, N. J. 07465. The price
is $26.00.
A reduced price of $13.00 is
available for prepaid orders from
members of constituent societies.
The AICPA is such a constituent
society.
Also the AFIPS Conference Pro
ceedings Index, indexing Confer
ence Proceedings Volumes 1-37,
may be ordered from AFIPS Press.
The price is $20, but it is offered at
a reduced rate of $10 for prepaid
orders from members of constitu
ent societies.
When ordering at the reduced
prices, members of AFIPS constitu
ent societies should state their af
filiation and membership number.
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COLLEGES NEED YOUR INVESTMENT IN THEIR NEW PRODUCTS.
You’re familiar with the costs of
launching new products. What you have to
pay for development, packaging, mass pro
duction and distribution.
Consider what colleges have to pay
for launching their new products. Each must
be carefully helped along. Housed. Nour
ished. Encouraged. Individually taught and
counseled. It’s expensive.
Yet tuition today covers only about
one-third of the costs of a college education.

The other two-thirds must come from people
and businesses, as charitable contributions,
or as gifts to match employee donations.
Businesses need colleges. Colleges
need business.
Send today for information on how
corporations can aid education effectively.
Write to: Council for Financial Aid to Educa
tion, 6 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Give to the college of your choice. Now.
Advertising contributed for the public good.

Accounting developed first to serve the owner. When
it later became closely allied to working with all
levels of management, it adopted the authoritarian
ideas of the early part of the century. But is this
enough today?

IS ACCOUNTING GEARED TO TODAY’S NEEDS?
by Arthur B. Toan, Jr.
Price Waterhouse & Co.

of us who have made
cies, systems, principles of account
our careers in accounting
ing, budgets, and reports—are doing
in the “outside world.”
have been aware that accountants
That is what this article is about:
neither live nor act in a vacuum
the fact that accounting has an im
and that what we are doing has,
pact on human behavior, that it
in some way, an impact on those
may or may not be the kind of im
for whom we account. Most of us,
pact we imagine or would choose,
however, also are normally so tied
and that it is important to individ
up in problems of technique and in
ual accountants and to accounting
the recording and manipulating of
in general to know more about
numbers and the preparation of re
what we actually are doing so that
ports, or are so remote from the
individuals who are affected, that
we may, if need be, bring about
we do not know, think of, or per
a more productive result.
haps even care about what those
Accounting existed for many
surrogates of ourselves—our poli
centuries without much direct im
ost
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pact on behavior, except perhaps
on those at the very top of busi
ness and governmental organiza
tions. For most of that period, its
function was heavily oriented to
ward providing a private score
keeping on behalf of the owner,
manager, or tax collector. It was
so far removed from most of the
people involved in the actual oper
ation of the business that its char
acteristics and personality were of
little moment.
But, within the last century, a
new trend began to develop. Ac
countants were asked—or, on their
17

Accounting existed for centuries without much impact on behavior except on those at the
very top; within the last century it has dealt with individuals throughout the organization.

own, decided—to participate in the
managerial process by continuously
supplying data to many individuals
throughout the organizations they
served in order to aid them in
planning, budgeting, communicat
ing, directing, and controlling their
activities. As a result, the charac
teristics of accounting, accounting
systems, financial planning and
control systems, and reports have
assumed significance from a behav
ioral point of view.
As accountants moved into the
managerial process, they proceeded
to adopt or reflect a philosophy of
management. They did so of neces
sity, for no accounting system or
set of reports or group of financial
planning and control techniques is
or can ever be completely devoid
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of a point of view. Decisions as to
what information to record, what
information to report, how and in
what context to report it, etc. must
reflect some set of criteria and thus,
unavoidably, some type of philos
ophy, some bias, or some point of
view.
When accountants moved fairly
extensively into the managerial
process in the earlier years of this
century, they quite logically adopt
ed the managerial philosophy
which was strongest during that
period. It was one which they did
not create so much as take from
the ideas of industrial engineering,
organization theory, and economic
theory then in existence.
These were strong, powerful
ideas. They are, in fact, the dom
inant ideas prevailing today. It is
generally acknowledged that the
behavioral philosophy of modernday corporate accounting can be
traced, for the most part, to the
period from 1905 to 1920 and that
—no matter how great the changes
in society or our understanding of
the behavior of groups and of in
dividuals, or even of the develop
ment and application of different
theories of management—there

have been relatively few changes
in the underlying beliefs of ac
counting since then. These ideas
were strong enough so that, with
appropriate modifications, the same
can be said about accounting in
government.
Accountants continue to use,
without essential change, an eco
nomic theory which was developed
in response to the need for a phil
osophy which would explain, moti
vate, coordinate, and control the
kinds of enterprises which emerged
from the industrial revolution. Its
emphasis was on economic gain for
the enterprise, economic incentive
for the individual, and an econom
ically oriented decision making
process. We continue, with minor
modifications, to use an organiza
tion theory which reflects the engi
neer’s point of view—treating man
as an adjunct to or as an inferior
substitute for a machine and as
something to be taught and eco
nomically motivated to maximize
productivity. Finally, we use the
ideas of the “principles of manage
ment” school, which advocated a
departmental approach, grouping
activities according to their spe
cialty for their more efficient perManagement Adviser

formance, placing strong emphasis
on span of control, precise delega
tion of authority, accountability,
and clearly fixed responsibility.
In a chapter of a recent book,
*
Professor Edwin H. Caplan de
scribes the accounting model which
was built on this theory of manage
ment.
He does so in terms of a se
ries of behavioral assumptions—as
to organizational goals, as to the
behavior of employees, as to the
behavior of management, and as to
the role of management accounting.
I have listed them below, in a some
what modified form, as they might
apply to a combination of busi
ness and governmental institutions.
These assumptions are:

maximize the profits of the firm
(economic theory) or the efficiency
with which governmental services
are provided.
2. In order to perform this role,
management must control the ten
dencies of employees to be lazy,
wasteful, and inefficient (scientific
management).
3. The essence of management
control is authority. The ultimate
authority of management stems
from its ability to affect the eco
nomic reward structure (scientific
management).
4. There must be a balance be
tween the authority a person has
and his responsibility for perform
ance (principles of management).

Respecting organizational goals

1. The primary function of man
agement accounting is to aid man
agement in the process of profit
maximization or the achievement of
efficiency (scientific management).
2. The accounting system is a
goal-allocation device which per
mits management to select its op
erating objectives and to divide and
distribute them throughout the
firm, assigning responsibilities for
performance. This is commonly re
ferred to as “planning” (principles
of management).
3. The accounting system is a
control device which permits man
agement to identify and correct un
desirable performance (scientific
management).
4. There is sufficient certainty,
rationality, and knowledge within
the system to permit an accurate
comparison of responsibility for
performance and the ultimate bene
fits and costs of that performance
(principles of management).
5. The accounting system is
“neutral” in its evaluations—per
sonal bias is eliminated by the ob
jectivity of the system (principles
of management).
This sounds like a pretty good
description of most business ac
counting systems. If one eliminates
the element of profit, it bears a
strong relationship to those which
are prevalent in government circles,
too. Except for the encouragement

1. The principal objective of or
ganizational activity is profit maxi
mization or, in its absence, effi
ciency—the efficient delivery of
goods and services (economic
theory).
2. This principal objective can
be segmented into subgoals to be
distributed throughout the organ
ization (principles of manage
ment ).
3. Goals are additive; what is
good for the parts of the organi
zation is also good for the whole
(principles of management).
Respecting participant behavior

1. Managers and employees are
motivated primarily by economic
forces (economic theory).
2. Work is an unpleasant task
which people will avoid whenever
possible (economic theory).
3. Human beings are ordinarily
uninterested, inefficient, and waste
ful (scientific management). If
money is available to be spent, they
will find a way to spend it.
Respecting management behavior

1. The role of management is to
* Edwin H. Caplan, “Behavioral As
sumptions of Management Accounting,”
Accounting and Its Behavioral Implica
tions by William J. Bruns, Jr., and Don
T. DeCoster, McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, New York, 1969, pp. 113-130.
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Respecting management accounting

Accountants continue to

use, without essential change,
an economic theory which
was developed in response to

the need for a philosophy
which would explain,
motivate, coordinate, and
control the kinds of enter

prises which emerged from

the industrial revolution.
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Will those with different and more radical philosophies someday storm the
conventions and conferences of the accountants—even as they today do
those of other professions?

of participation in the budgeting
process, and even then within fairly
restrictive limits, the accounting
systems of most organizations will
not be all that different from those
created in response to the assump
tions which Professor Caplan has
set forth.
Should this be the case? Let’s
say, for the sake of argument, that
we really don’t know and that may
be some questions need to be asked
and answered to find out. What
would a few of these questions be?
The following are indicative:
• Should the fact that serious
doubt exists as to whether the eco
nomic and organizational theories
underlying our accounting systems
properly or fully describe the forces
which motivate both managers and
employees lead us to change pres
ent accounting systems?
• Do you think that the account
ant’s philosophy contributed to
what Douglas McGregor had in
mind when he wrote in The Hu
man Side of Enterprise that a real
istic picture of man is that he is
20

basically an active, potentially cre
ative, autonomous, growing organ
ism and that much of his unsatis
factory behavior in organizational
settings is a result of the environ
ment’s rules, rewards, and manage
ment styles, rather than his basic
character?
• Consider Maslow’s increasing
ly accepted theory that man has a
five-step hierarchy of needs which,
in ascending order of importance,
are: 1. the satisfaction of physio
logical needs, 2. safety, 3. social
affection, 4. esteem, and 5. self
fulfillment. Since accounting con
tinues to look at man as essentially
an economic creature, do you think
that accounting has failed in its
job?
• When Erikson, Lewin, Argyris,
etc. have set forth essentially sim
ilar ideas broadly reinforcing Mas
low’s theory, have accountants been
listening?
• In short, are the economic and
organizational theories on which
accounting and financial planning
and control systems have been

built still relevant and valid—if, in
fact, they ever were? Or, if valid,
should they be partially modified?
Is man in the 1970’s the same ani
mal he was 50 years ago?
Let us now shift our focus some
what and consider these questions:
• Is there something about the
kind of person who becomes an
accountant, or is it the nature of
his techniques, or is it some ac
quired desire to deal only with
transactions in which a third party
sets values in monetary terms,
which leads him to a value system
in which economics is very, very
much the king and to a form of
scorekeeping from which noneco
nomic costs and values are elim
inated?
• Stated in a more extreme form,
does the accountant by the way he
keeps score help to shape and re
inforce a particular style of man
agement which perhaps would have
evolved differently under a differ
ent accounting philosophy and per
haps would change in the future
if accounting were to change?
• Stated at its most extreme, will
those with different and more rad
ical philosophies someday storm
the conventions and conferences of
the accountants—even as they to
day do those of doctors, historians,
teachers, and political scientists—
contending that the bias of ac
countants supports a pattern of
behavior by the managerial estab
lishment which they would like to
see changed?
• In short, does the present style
of accounting exist because it sup
ports a style of management, or is
it rather that this style of account
ing, because it does exist, serves
as a constraint on a management’s
ability to change if, in fact, it wants
to?
Or, to shift the point of view
once again:
• Is it possible that some or
much of accounting—either because
of or in spite of its value for eco
nomic decision making and for
economic scorekeeping—is counter
productive as a motivational tool?
Should it be altered, superseded, or
supplemented if it is to achieve a
Management Adviser

primary purpose of motivation in a
positive sense?
• Or should accounting concen
trate on economic and efficiency
measurements alone and encourage
the development of other systems,
presumably devised and operated
by nonaccountants, to provide an
appropriate balance with account
ing-oriented results?
• Or is it even true, as some
people seriously contend, that the
long-range results of accounting
based planning and control include
degrees of tension, hostility, dis
trust, self-preservation, and a con
centration on personal and smallgroup goals which emerge in neg
ative attitudes toward the company
or business or the government as
a whole?
• Under present or future sys
tems, should this then mean that
the present tendency to make a
widespread distribution of account
ing data should be reversed if it is
to continue in its present form?
Or, to ask a few questions in
more concrete form:
• What type of participation in
goal setting and in the budgetary
process is actually most productive
in setting budgetary goals?
• What happens when budgets
are loose or tight, when options are
limited, when opportunities to
change are small?
• What happens when the size
of the group being measured is
increased or decreased?
• What happens when both eco
nomic and noneconomic measure
ments are employed?
• What happens when the orien
tation of the accountant changes
from control to support?
• What happens when the ori
entation of the auditor undergoes
a similar kind of change?
• And, in a somewhat different
field, what happens to management
decisions when the accounting prin
ciples used are changed or the
form and content of accounting re
ports are altered?
Finally, we might ask:
• Should we consciously try to
reduce the role of accounting as a
behavior-causing instrument?
November-December, 1971

Should accounting strive to be cold, aloof, economic, and as neutral and unin
volved as it can be, accepting the possibility that it may not fit in with
newer concepts of the behavior of man or the changing desires of society?

• Should accounting strive to be
cold, aloof, economic, and as neu
tral and uninvolved as it can be,
accepting the possibility that it
may not fit in with newer concepts
of the behavior of man or the
changing desires of society, delib
erately doing so in order not to
be swept up in internal attitudes
and motivations?
• Should it strive just to present
its view of long-term truths and its
view of reality as it would be seen
by an unsympathetic investor or a
critical citizen of society?
• Should accounting, in short,
try to leave the cheering to others
and concentrate on performing just
an umpire/scorekeeper role to the
best of its ability?
The questions one could ask are
obviously numerous; the purpose of
this enumeration has been only to
suggest. No—that is not really true.
Its purpose has been to state: 1. that
accounting and accountants are ex
tremely important mechanisms and
people in the organizations where
they are at work; 2. that they have

great impact on the attitudes and
behavior of people in ways about
which relatively little is known; and
3. that there are many reasons to
believe that the behavioral assump
tions underlying much of account
ing may be inconsistent with what
experts in human or organizational
behavior are saying is and/or
should be the case.
Its purpose also has been to
point out that there exist the begin
nings of a lot of research in this
field. Much of it is exploratory,
with results which are somewhat
tentative, as one might expect at
this stage of events. However, the
topics are interesting and indica
tive of what is being done. The
following list is broadly indicative:
“Budgeting and Employee Be
havior,” “Budget-Induced Pressure
and Its Relationship to Supervisory
Behavior,” “The Effects of Partici
pation,” “Studies in Group Deci
sion-Making,” “An Experimental
Study of Group Cohesiveness and
Productivity,” “Aspiration Levels,
Attitudes, and Performance in a
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Goal-Oriented Situation,” “Interre
lationships Among Levels of Aspir
ation, Performance, and Estimates
of Past Performance,” “The Behavi
oral Properties of Variance Con
trols,” “The Behavioral Implica
tions of Accounting Measure
ments,” “Dysfunctional Conse
quences of Performance Measure
ments,” “The Effect of Frequency
of Feedback on Attitudes of Per
formance,” “Some Effects of Com
munication Patterns on Group Per
formance,” “The Behavioral Impli
cations of Internal Control,” “The
Behavioral Effects of Audits,” and
“Approaches to Auditing Which
Will
Maximize
Organizational
Value.”
Possible future role
Finally, the purpose of this ar
ticle has been to provide the basis
for suggesting that much remains
to be done in which business, gov
ernment, the professions, and aca
demia can and should play a part.
The “how,” the “where,” and the
“why” could be discussed for each
of these groups individually; they
will differ and be the same. Per
haps, however, the more useful
would be to repeat what I sug
gested to a group of Federal
Government accountants several
months ago, for it indicates in some
detail some of the answers one
group might find and the kind of
role it might play. In my talk to
them, I said:
“What has this got to do with
you? First, and most obvious, as
representatives of a large and im
portant group of accountants, you
are interested in anything which
has or can have a significant im
pact on your field of endeavor. Sec
ond, you collectively influence the
behavior of a very large number
of people. Third, you provide a
simply enormous laboratory in
which to study some aspects of
this subject effectively.
“Why should I make the last
point? One reason is that since the
profit motive is lacking in govern
ment, the opportunity exists to
study the impact of accounting on
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expenditures alone. In a laboratory
sense, therefore, the results are
more certain because they are more
pure.
“On the other hand, because the
profit motive is not present, you
can and have tried to find other
measures of the benefits derived
from expenditures and thus have
acquired considerable experience in
the noneconomic field. You can use
or test this knowledge in the ac
counting field.
“Also, since you are large, wide
spread, and organizationally de
centralized, you can experiment
simultaneously in essentially simi
lar organizations and thus be able
to compare the results more read
ily. You can change the nature,
frequency, and content of informa
tion; the size and composition of
the unit; the tightness or looseness
of control; and other significant
characteristics and see what hap
pens. You can make interunit com
parisons which smaller organiza
tions can make only with difficulty.
“Another reason is that, since you
often are altering in some way
what you as accountants are trying
to do, you have a chance to ob
serve ‘the before and after’ and
even ‘the during.’ In fact, you have
at this moment a chance to ana
lyze the behavioral assumptions,
the predicted behavioral effects,
and the actual consequences of one
of the really large-scale accounting
changes made in recent years—the
introduction of Planning-Program
ing-Budgeting Systems. If you
wish, in fact, you can chase the
secondary
consequences
down
through other levels of government
and even into nongovernmental or
ganizations in those instances
where such Federal grants have
been made.
“And, the final reason I would
like to mention is that, because
you have people who are capable
of thinking about matters such as
I have described, you can produce
useful results.”
The opportunities resting in the
hands of government accountants,
important as they may be, do not
preempt the field. The worlds of

business and of the accounting pro
fession and of government reflect
elements in common, but they are
by no means identical, even in
those areas in which they overlap
to some degree. The role of profit
in the world of business is itself
enough to differentiate the tech
niques and role of accounting in
business organizations. When one
adds such factors as the nature
and flexibility of demand and its
consequences, the characteristics
of blue- and white-collar business
employees and their organiza
tions, corporate compensation and
personnel practices, and the pres
ence of lenders and investors with
heightened economic interests, the
opportunities to look meaningfully
at the interrelationship of account
ing and behavior in this arena be
come ever so clear.
Accounting’s “Hawthorne”
In conclusion, I would like to
mention an incident which is now
a commonplace point of reference
in the behavioral field. When a
couple of people, studying the im
pact of differences in physical
working conditions on employee
productivity in a plant in a town
called Hawthorne, finished their
work about 40 years ago, they
found out a fair amount about what
they set out to discover. They
found out even more about the
behavior of groups and of indi
viduals and about the attitudes
and behavior of individuals as
members of groups in that set
ting. As a consequence, they set
in motion ideas which have greatly
influenced much of the subsequent
thinking about the motivation and
behavior of industrial workers—
and, in fact, of all employees.
One just has to believe there is
the Hawthorne equivalent waiting
to be realized in the field of ac
counting-induced behavior or be
havior-induced accounting and
that, in their own way, the forces
set in motion by this knowledge
will be of great significance—both
for accountants and for those for
whose performances they account.
Management Adviser

The previous article posed some questions about the
relevancy of the accounting function in today's
world. This suggests a new role for accountants, which
they are better qualified to fill than anyone else —

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING:
ITS ORIGINS, ITS FUTURE—
An Interview With David F. Linowes
by Louise H. Dratler
Assistant Editor

the world of the
“Running through mergers and
businessman and the world of
socio-economic management there
the social scientist have been polesis a common thread,” Mr. Linowes
apart. Today, however, the severity
explained. “When you are evaluat
of the nation’s social problems
ing mergers you are examining the
makes it imperative there be a rap
resources each company has and
prochement, one man believes.
trying to see how to get the most
David F. Linowes appealed for
effective combination, how to ap
the “socio-economic management”
ply those resources in the best way.
of public institutions in the New
And you do the same thing when
York Times business section March
you are looking at an antipoverty
14, 1971, perhaps his most widely
program: How do you apply these
read appeal to date. (See M/A
dollars to make people self-suffi
cient and self-respecting? Or, how
May-June ’71, p. 15.)
do you teach children reading,
Mr. Linowes is a partner in the
writing, and arithmetic, given these
accounting firm of Laventhol Krek
resources. . .? It is really all man
stein Horwath & Horwath. His pri
agement advisory services, all part
mary professional interest is evalu
ating and integrating mergers, a
of the accounting discipline.”
Mr. Linowes believes in a broad
field he has written on frequently
definition of accounting that has
in this publication and in others.
served him on missions all over the
We saw his Times article and
wondered how his professional role
world. “I never looked at account
ing as narrowly as ‘the language of
related to his interest in develop
ment of a plan for improving the
business.’ Perhaps my 20 years in
Washington, just being that close
public sector.
raditionally
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to the seat of government, had
some effect,” he said.
After serving in the Army Sig
nal Corps during World War II,
Mr. Linowes started his own firm
in a small office in the District of
Columbia. When he decided to
take on a junior there was only
room for one desk in the office. So
whenever Mr. Linowes came into
the office the junior would have to
continue his paperwork using the
top of a file cabinet as his writing
table. Today, 25 years later, that
junior is still with that firm as a
partner of Leopold & Linowes.
In 1953, while working with the
Community Chest for the D.C. In
stitute of CPAs, Mr. Linowes was
asked to head a citizens’ committee
to combat charity rackets then op
erating in Washington. Legislation
was needed, but the legitimate
charities could not initiate any ac
tion themselves for fear of losing
their tax exempt status. The situ23

This is what socio-economic
management is basically:
It is applying business
management techniques to

the social area by combining
them with some social
science techniques.
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ation required an independent ob
server to take action.
“I realized how valuable being
an accountant was in this spot,”
Mr. Linowes said. “My so-called
‘expertise’ was really the corner
stone of all we were doing. I eval
uated all these organizations, as an
accountant, and many of them were
rackets. I questioned this ‘admin
istrative expense’ and that ‘salary.’
The legislation we finally got
through was complete disclosure
legislation and it was modeled after
that of the S.E.C. It forced the
charities to make complete disclos
ure so the public could evaluate
them.”
The chairmanship of the Citizens
Committee for Regulating Charit
able Solicitations was David Lin
owes’ “first thrust into an unchart
ed area.” He continued to be active
politically and civically, as well as
professionally, and in 1967 was
asked by the State Department to
head a mission to assist Turkey in
its efforts to improve management
standards and to establish an ac
counting profession.
In 1968 he was requested to
travel to Pakistan, Iran, and Tur
key on behalf of the United Na
tions Industrial Development Or
ganization to assist in those coun
tries’ industrialization and economic
development programs. Then in
1970 he went on another mission
for the State Department, to India;
he has just returned from a similar
mission to Greece.
“I was present in these countries
as a consultant. We deal on a pro
fessional level, not a political one,”
Mr. Linowes explained. “You are
only effective if you are received
by the foreign government as its
guest, so that you can be construc
tively helpful to them.
“The missions were to assist the
developing nations in identifying
their resources and to help them in
guiding their application of these
resources to accomplish their de
sired end result. This included,
therefore, in Turkey establishing
an accounting profession. They re
alized that without an accounting

profession, a profession of meas
urement, they could not effectively
evaluate and control what they
were doing with their resources.
Of course, in these developing na
tions accounting is viewed in a
much broader perspective than the
way in which we view it here.
They don’t look at it as merely an
adjunct of business. For instance,
I recall very clearly asking Suley
man Demirel, then prime minister
of Turkey, why they wanted to
establish an accounting profession.
‘To help us govern our country,’
was his answer.”
These foreign missions helped
mold Mr. Linowes’ theory of socio
economic management for this
country’s social institutions. “Devel
oping nations really practice socio
economic management without rec
ognizing it as such. For example,
when they want to develop a par
ticular area, where, let’s say, there
are 100,000 people starving, they
will plan on a five-year basis for
the area to make its people selfsufficient in terms of being able to
work, being able to raise enough
food in order to sustain themselves.
They lay out a program requiring
so many dams for irrigation, so
many fertilizer factories to make
the soil fertile, and setting up edu
cational institutions to teach the
farmers how to use modern agri
cultural techniques. They never
consider the plan finished until all
the elements are finished; that
means 100,000 people are working
and producing their own food—
therefore they are self-sufficient.
The government doesn’t stop and
say, well now, we’ve built two
dams or three fertilizer factories:
This is ‘counting by numbers.’ It
feels the complete job must be
done. It is really addressing itself
to the social needs. It is a matter
of identifying as objectives ‘the
people needs.’
“This is what socio-economic
management is basically: It is ap
plying business management tech
niques to the social area by com
bining them with some social sci
ence techniques.”
Management Adviser

David Linowes believes many so
cial program administrators forget
their long-range objectives and in
stead just concern themselves with
how many people they can feed,
clothe, and house with the money
they have been given. He compares
this to business: “If business wants
to open a new market area, for ex
ample, it will start television adver
tising in the area, take newspaper
space, give out free samples, per
haps start a door-to-door campaign.
When all of that is over it will say
that for these applications of re
sources, for these inputs, for the
dollars we spent, we opened a mar
ket for $10,000,000 of sales that will
produce $1,000,000 of profits an
nually.
“If this were run by a poverty
program administrator, he would
say that for these dollars we spent
we got 20 television programs, 50
newspaper ad pages, and so many
samples were given away. In other
words, he just tallies the pieces.
He says for this amount of money
we fed 50,000 people, clothed 20,000 people, and housed 10,000
people. He forgets that the objec
tive is supposed to be to make
these people self-sufficient, make
them employable and employed,
just as in business the objective is
to make profits.”
Another lesson social institutions
should learn from business, accord
ing to Mr. Linowes, is the neces
sity of frequently changing the way
resources are applied until the most
desirable combination is found. He
points out that if a company is not
marketing its products successfully
it will change packaging, content,
advertising, etc., until it achieves
the volume and profits it wants.
But “in social institutions they
never change what they do, how
they spend their money. They keep
doing things in the same old way
just hoping for results. If the ad
ministrators do not feel they are
getting enough done they ask for
more money, and then they use it
to increase their activities in the
same ineffective way. They should
not become locked into doing the
same things but should keep chang
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ing until they achieve the kind of
objective they are after.”
Part of the problem, Mr. Lin
owes believes, is that there are no
adequate standards against which
to measure the true accomplish
ments of the administrators. The
poorest administrators get the most
money because it is felt that the
administrator who is achieving his
goals doesn’t need more money.
“In our social structure in the pub
lic sector ineffectiveness and inef
ficiency are rewarded,” he observes.
Mr. Linowes has proposed that
socio-economic management coun
cils, composed of social scientists,
business management executives,
and accountants, be established at
every level of government to deter
mine to what extent existing social
programs are meeting their objec
tives. Those areas that are solving
their problems effectively would be
given more aid to continue and
expand their programs. Those areas
that are not meeting their objec
tives would be given only their
basic funds; however, they would
be shown which other communities
had effectively handled their pub
lic programs, in the hope that the

inefficient areas would copy the
successful ones’ programs. The
councils would also create programs
to solve major urban problems.
“At the same time that our busi
ness sector built the greatest indus
trial complex in all world history,
our social institutions grew into the
biggest confusion of all world his
tory,” Mr. Linowes observes. “And I
maintain the reason for that is that
business and industry have evolved
sophisticated management prin
ciples and have applied them effec
tively. And they were able to do
this because they had a measuring
standard, profit. Social institutions
never had measuring standards,
and to this day don’t have them,
in most cases aren’t even seeking
them, and therefore haven’t been
forced to improve their operations
through the development of sophis
ticated management techniques.
Today they don’t have to create
their own: They can borrow from
business.”
Mr. Linowes’ ideas are being
put into practice by several organ
izations. The American Accounting
Association and the National Asso
ciation of Accountants have com25
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we're moving in that
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mittees on socio-economic account
ing. The D.C. Institute of CPAs is
considering establishing a socio
economic management council.
New York University is giving a
course on it this fall. Mr. Linowes’
Times article has been read into
the Congressional Record and he
has been asked to testify before a
Congressional committee on ways
of applying his management theory.
“I would like to see accounting
defined as the measurement and
communication of social and eco
nomic data. That is the way I feel
our profession will be defined in
the next 20 years; we’re moving in
that direction,” Mr. Linowes said.
He believes that a social commit
ment is necessary for the profession
of accountancy to maintain the
kind of standing in society it de
serves.
He also points out, for those more
materialistically minded, “There is
so much being wasted. If we come
in and show these institutions how
to redimension the way they apply
their resources, the rewards in terms
of fees are bound to be commen
surate with the results achieved.”
Active for U.N.

One of David Linowes’ many
charitable activities is his chair
manship of the National Council
of U.S. People for the U.N. The
organization is geared to humani
tarian activities but even this group
had a practical basis for formation.
As Mr. Linowes explains it, before
the formation of this group a per
son who gave money to the United
Nations could not deduct it for tax
purposes because the U.N. is not
an American organization and the
I.R.S. did not permit a tax exemp
tion. Instead, when U.S. citizens
contributed, the United States
would total such contributions and
then reduce its contribution to the
international organization’s cost by
that total.
In effect, individuals were really
giving money to the U.S. Govern
ment rather than the U.N. The U.S.
People for the U.N., an American
agency, enables individuals to give

added funds to the U.N. and have
their contributions tax exempt as
well.
Serves two universities

Besides being involved in Laven
thol Krekstein Horwath & Hor
wath’s practice development de
partment, both nationally and in
ternationally, Mr. Linowes is an
adjunct professor of management
at New York University, giving five
lectures a year on merger account
ing and management. He also
serves on the professional advisory
board of the University of Illinois’
department of accounting. Mr. Lin
owes has held several offices in the
AICPA, including a vice presidency
in 1962-63. Currently he is vice
chairman of the Institute’s trial
board. He is a member of many
civic organizations and in 1970 he
was awarded the American Jewish
Committee’s
Human Relations
Award.
In his scarce free time David
Linowes enjoys golf and tennis. He
plays the piano if one of his four
children doesn’t beat him to the
keyboard. Mr. Linowes collects
antiques and ivories, particularly
ivories from Italy, Germany, and
Austria. He admits, however, that
since he has been working in New
York City he has had little time for
art auctions.
During his travels Mr. Linowes
has rummaged through many stores
to find very old accounting litera
ture. He has even encountered a
stone tablet which contained hiero
glyphics on the subject of measure
ment. A painting he found during
his missions hangs in his office.
Done by an Indian artist, the paint
ing once hung in the dining room
of the American Embassy in India.
However, perhaps the most in
teresting adornment of David Lin
owes’ office is the bronze plaque
that hangs above his desk. It bears
a profile of President Theodore
Roosevelt and his words, “Fighting
for the right is the noblest sport
the world affords.” Mr. Linowes
has entered the fight by use of the
accounting discipline.
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The ‘total information system' serving every possible
need of all the departments of a company is a goal
eagerly pursued by many businesses. Are they mov
ing too fast and too optimistically? The authors say
they are —

INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS—

SHADOW OR SUBSTANCE?
by Peter P. Schoderbek
The University of Iowa

and Stephen E. Schoderbek
United States Air Force Academy

integrated systems without a knowl
there has arisen a
edge of their limitations. It is the
cult of high priests devoted
to the mission of propagating thepurpose of this article to examine
the idea of a total integrated sys
concept of completely integrated
tem
and problems encountered in
information systems. With their ar
pursuing
such a goal.
senal of newly furbished equip
During the past two decades the
ment they have gone forth prolifer
computer certainly has been her
ating phrases such as “unified in
alded as the vehicle for the Second
formation systems” and “total inte
Industrial Revolution. Linked al
grated systems.”
If one were to take these proph
most inexorably to this is the idea
ets seriously, he would soon find
that advances in computer and in
himself entangled inextricably in
formation technology necessarily
endless controversies and pointless
lead to an all-embracing, all-pur
debates. Since it is a fact that such
pose system best suited for manag
a concept is popular and seemingly
ing industrial corporations. In some
desirable, its proponents have ac
quarters there is still the miscon
quired ardent followers who have
ception that the primary objective
been quick to echo the credits of
of a computer system is managing

R

ecently
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information rather than providing
information for management. In the
former instance (and, incidentally,
many of today’s systems are still
designed with this objective in
mind) the information system is
concerned with the rapid collection,
processing, and display of data
which often have little to do with
decision making. In the latter in
stance, information not only is col
lected but also is restructured to
reduce the uncertainty inherent in
decision making.
It is not too difficult to see why
the notion of a total system re
ceived so much attention . . . and
so much abuse. The notion of inte
grated information systems no
27

There has been some integration of data in many organizations, but for the most part. . .

doubt had its origins in integrated
data processing systems. Since raw
data gathered from separate infor
mation centers could be used for
more than one decision making
function, many felt that further
technological advancements would
lead to totally integrated systems.
Efforts have been made in many
companies to design a total data
base and then to use that base to
generate the necessary information.
To be sure, there has been some
integration of data in many organi
zations, but, for the most part, this
has been true only for those sys
tems utilizing the same kinds of
related data. This similarity of in
puts is one of the requirements of
an integrated system; if compatibil
ity of data does not exist, the sys
tem is not integrated. But before
information systems can be inte
grated, the models which accept,
process, and analyze such informa
tion must first be integrated; only
then can one even commence to
discuss integrated systems.
The fact that compatibility may
not exist in all the subsystems does
not negate the entire concept of
integration but rather coerces one
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to define initially the boundaries of
the system. Thus, one does not
have an integrated system in the
true sense of the word, i.e., “to form
into a whole,” but rather a limited
integrated system; the system
simply is not a total (or holistic)
one. Thus, it may be said then that
the degree of integration is some
what dependent upon the design
of the system.
In the initial stages of designing
a management information system,
the designers typically ask manag
ers what information is required
for their decisions. Such a question
implies that the managers can iden
tify the important variables in
volved in the process, assuming at
the same time that the availability
of this information will lead to bet
ter decisions.
There is much weighty evidence
to the contrary. There is also evi
dence that many managers cannot
reduce the decision making proc
ess to quantifiable expressions.
This may not be an unwillingness
on the part of the managers to co
operate, but rather a genuine in
ability to comply, since in order to
identify the information that one
needs, one must first have a model
of how he makes decisions. Until
a model of this process exists one
cannot specify the information re
quired, and, too often, mathemati
cal concepts cannot capture the ex
pressions of human values which
often dictate decisions. Thus,
neither simply the abundance of
information nor mathematical ex
pressions generally reflect human
decisons. The lack of useful mod
els in general obviously limits the
integration of them in attempting
to develop information systems.
For the most part, the interac
tions of the major functions of the
organization have not been duly
noted in the design stage of infor
mation systems. Typically what
occurs is that the organization is

wrenched apart and divided into
its principal functions and sub
functions. This is what has ac
counted for the superabundance
of systems—production information
systems, marketing information
systems, and so on. To further
compound the situation the above
functions are further splintered
into inventory systems, scheduling
systems, market research systems,
forecasting systems, and a host of
others specialized for each duly
important function. When one at
tempts to integrate these many
systems, all designed for varying
and specific purposes, each possibly
using a different mode of informa
tion, the result is inevitable. The
multiplicity of subsystems which
may use separate data bases sug
gests that different kinds of infor
mation are required, and while
some information centers may be
created for external reporting,
others will surely be utilized for
operating decisions, and still others
for planning or forecasting pur
poses. There is nothing inher
ently incorrect in developing sub
systems independently of each
other as long as they retain their
capability for interfacing.
In discussing a problem where
each system was designed by
the systems group residing within
the individual organizations, Clin
ton Williams of Chrysler Corpo
ration recently stated:
Each organization took a pa
rochial view of their own re
quirements without regard to
the impact of these systems on
the total business. This is not
a unique example. I could cite
many others. This problem
was eventually resolved by a
central staff with total corpo
rate planning responsibility.
Such a staff is necessary to
build an M.I.S. in a big com
pany. Some companies have atManagement Adviser

. . . this has been true only for those systems using the same kinds of related data

tempted to solve this problem
by centralizing systems design.
This satisfies the requirement
of looking at the corporate
view but creates a more seri
ous problem; that of not being
responsive to the needs of the
individual organizations. Cen
tral planning combined with
decentralized systems design
offers the best combination for
big business organizations.1
Even the task of delineating an
MIS for a large organization is a
formidable one, much less integrat
ing it. Says Williams:

The job of defining an informa
tion system for a large com
pany is an enormous undertak
ing. We have 160 computers
installed in our company,
world-wide, supporting such
diverse products as cars,
trucks, boats, air conditioners,
chemicals, tanks and missiles,
and subsidiary companies en
gaged in commercial credit,
land development, and car
leasing. The thought of putting
this into an overall M.I.S.
scheme staggers the imagina
tion.2
A common area of disagreement
is what does and what does not
constitute an integrated system. It
would not be difficult to point out
obvious dissimilarities from authors
and practitioners alike. Some
would define an integrated system
as including both on line and real
time considerations (OLRT). In
William Crowley’s view, if a system
is integrated, it will:
1 Clinton C. Williams, “Practical Prob
lems of M.I.S. in a Business Environ
ment,” paper presented at the First An
nual Meeting of the American Institute
for Decision Sciences. New Orleans, La.,
Oct. 30-31, 1969, pp. 3-4.
2 op. cit. p. 4.
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1. Supply historical data and
analysis of that data.
2. Supply “on line” data, that
is, factual material picked right
out of the system as fast as it
is generated.
3. Supply data in “real time,”
fast enough so that manage
ment can exercise necessary
management control instantly.3
Others appraise the merits of real
time information systems as pro
ducers of instant and relevant in
formation. Pattillo states:

On line real time information
systems are upon us. The ben
efits to be derived focus mainly
around the “instant informa
mation” aspect. At any time
we are able to query the com
puter and receive up-to-date
information on any desired
phase of the business. The in
formation system may be lim
ited or total. It may deal with
financial information only, or
the system may include data
on all functions of the busi
ness. . . 4
If integrated systems were to em
brace the elements suggestive of a
more sophisticated computer sys
tem, the task would be no more
formidable since an on line real
time system of itself does not im
ply an integrated system. Many
firms with real time capability do
not thereby claim to have an inte
grated system. Indeed, most of the

applications of real time systems
were bom of critical but very spe
cialized problems.
Some authorities rather than de
manding the presence of a real
time requirement for an integrated
system even question the legitimacy
of the entire concept. In a provoc
ative article, Dearden, after rele
gating the functions of manage
ment to six categories, concludes
that real time is of value only for
controlling certain logistic sys
tems.5 While Dearden has been ac
cused of fabricating a straw man
(and to some extent this is cer
tainly true), nevertheless, he does
address himself to some penetrat
ing questions for the systems man.
The salient point he rightly makes
is that the concept of an integrated
system does not depend upon the
use of real time hardware for pro
ducing instantaneous information.
He unmistakably scores the point
that many organizations do not
need real time systems and at the
present time cannot justify exten
sive use of them; moreover, the
attempt to achieve an integrated
system does not cut down on the
problems at all. Williams also
makes the same point:
Our major batch systems have
daily update. This gives us a
lot of flexibility for producing
needed information with high
response timing. Not very
many information require
ments have been established
that require higher response
than this.6
One of the more formidable ob-

3 William J. Crowley, “Can We Inte
grate Systems Without Integrating Man
agement?” Journal of Data Processing,
August, 1966, reprinted in The Com
puter Sampler, McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, New York, 1968, p. 272.
4 James W. Pattillo, “A Study in Instant
Information,” Management Accounting,
May, 1969, p. 17. (Emphasis by the
authors.)

5 John Dearden, “The Myth of RealTime Management Information,” Har
vard Business Review, May-June, 1966.
Also see John Dearden and F. Warren
McFarland, Management Information
Systems, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Home
wood, Ill., 1966.
6 Williams, op. cit., p. 5.
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It is because of the varied and unpredictable nature of data required for strategic planning . . .

stacles to an integrated manage
ment system is the unproductive
ness of insight into the nonrepeti
tive decision making process of the
data generated by systems reports.
Since some hold that information
is imperfect whenever it is unavail
able, or too costly, or unproductive
of knowledge, the reason why
many systems do not generate in
sightful information may be that
much of the information actually
utilized in the decision making
process is information external to
the firm. In many cases this exter
nal information dictates decisions
irrespective of internal conditions.
Robert Anthony succinctly states
this:

Daniel, in his oft-quoted article,
“Management Information Crises,”8
states that a dynamic management
information system requires infor
mation of three types: environ
mental information, competitive in
formation, and internal information.
Even if management were able to
successfully integrate the internal
information, it would be impracti
cal for a firm to attempt to synthe
size a system with input data based
upon continually changing political,
economic, and environmental fac
tors as well as data relating to the
past, present, and probably future
activities of direct and indirect
competition. Anthony makes the
same point when he writes:

It is because of the varied
and unpredictable nature of
data required for strategic
planning that an attempt to
design an all-purpose internal
information system is probably
hopeless. For the same reason,
the dream of some computer
specialists of a gigantic bank,
from which planners can ob
tain all the information they
wish by pressing some buttons,
is probably no more than a
dream.7

Strategic planning relies heav
ily on external information,
that is, on data collected more
from outside the company,
such as market analyses, esti
mates of costs and other fac
tors involved in building a
plant in a new locality, techno
logical developments and so
on. . . . Strategic planning and
management control activities
tend to conflict with one an
other in some respects.9

It is noteworthy that typically the
higher the decision making in the
organization, the more judgmental
the factors involved. Decisions
made at the levels of middle man
agement and above are more in re
sponse to external pressures upon
the firm than to indigenous factors.
Those systems which purport to
employ a central data base, for the
most part, do so for decisions made
either at the lower management
level or those which are repetitive.

Recent studies show an increas
ing awareness of the importance of
this external information. Aguilar
in his recent book, Scanning the
Business Environment, examined
the kinds, sources, and modes of
external information that execu
tives use for strategic decision
making.10 He found that for large

7 Robert N. Anthony, Planning and Con
trol Systems: A Framework for Analysis,
Graduate School of Business Administra
tion, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass., 1965, p. 45.
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8 D. Roman Daniel, “Management In
formation Crises,” Harvard Business Re
view, September-October, 1961, p. 55.
9 Robert N. Anthony, “Framework for
Analysis,” Management Services, MarchApril, 1964, p. 21.
10 Francis J. Aguilar, Scanning the Busi
ness Environment, Macmillan Company,
New York, 1967.

companies 51 per cent of the in
formation utilized for strategic de
cisions came from sources external
to the organization, while 49 per
cent of the information came from
internal sources.11 Keegan exam
ined the sources and the manner
in which executives at headquarters
level learn about the significant op
portunities and threats to their
companies.12 He found that docu
ments were the source of only 27
per cent of the important external
information received by executives.
He also states:

The bulk (60%) of these docu
ments are publications and in
formation service reports from
outside the company. Letters
and reports from inside sources
account for the remaining
40%.13

Those enamored with the inte
grated systems concept are often
unaware of the heavy financial
commitment required. Many man
agers have been sold on the notion
that with a totally integrated sys
tem they would be able to query
the computer and receive answers
to virtually any question they de
sire. Even if such a system were
possible, and it is not, this would
require a monumental data base
and a special computer access lan
guage. Such a course of action
could hardly be justified in regard
to the time-cost expenditure rela
tive to the benefits received. Sev
eral years of developmental time is
11 Ibid., p. 80.
12 Warren J. Keegan, “Acquisition of
Global Business Information,” Columbia
Journal of World Business, March-April,
1968, pp. 35-41. See also Warren J.
Keegan, “The Scanning of International
Business Environment: A Study of the
Information Acquisition Process,” unpub
lished Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate
School of Business Administration, Har
vard University, June, 1967.
13 Ibid., p. 37.
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common just with modular sys
tems, let alone a system purport
ing to include all relevant data.
Characteristically, the cost of an
installation and its payoff will dic
tate the degree of integration that
is feasible, and in many instances
the computer may be cost-justified
for only one or two functional
areas. For these firms, then, the op
timal degree of integration has
been achieved at that particular
point in time. On the other hand,
the attempt to tie together the en
tire information flow would be
economically unwise. The great
effort expended, regardless of the
hardware sophistication, would be
enormously disproportionate to the
benefits produced.
This splintering-up approach to
information systems is one which
often has been derided as ignoring
future requirements of the firm. On
the contrary, it can be said that
management seldom fully ignores
future benefits but rather that it
discounts the value of these bene
fits and hence seems to rely upon
the more verifiable short-run val
ues.14 The number of firms that
have attempted complete integra
tion of information (often with the
computer manufacturer’s warran
ties and vows of assistance) only to
experience absolute failure is not
insignificant. These firms, under
standably, do not draw the wide
attention to their misadventures
they deserve.
It is suggested that the acquisi
tion and operation of an integrated
management information system be
viewed in the same light as the
purchase and operation of an addi14 A firm in the farm implement industry
just announced “that they were aban
doning their efforts to integrate their in
ternational operations because of both
problems encountered in the endeavor
and the tremendous high cost relative
to benefits expected.”
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tional amount of capital equipment.
Both actions can and often do in
volve large amounts of financial re
sources. If the purchase of capital
must be verified as cost-effective,
an information system should also
contribute its share to profit. Obvi
ously, the verification of benefits
from any integrated management
information system is difficult, but
certainly it is not impossible. Sys
tematic analysis of the almost un
limited volume of output will not
only expand the initial list of prob
able benefits but will help to ensure
that the system is earning its keep.
The literature is replete with arti
cles dealing with resistance to
change, psychology for the systems
analyst, and the like. And yet, in
spite of this overabundance of ad
vice, engineering acceptance of
change is a major factor in the
reception given information sys
tems. While this is especially true
for advanced installations, which
necessarily employ operations re
search personnel for model build
ing and simulation, the same prob
lems exist for initial installations.
It could be expected that firms
“learn” to deal with these “human”
problems before advanced applica
tions, but this is not the case.
Churchman, in regard to why rec
ommendations by O.R. personnel
are not accepted by management,
notes:
These reflections imply that
the missing ingredient in the
process of implementation is
the understanding of the man
ager. Any research team that
fails to study the manager and
his personality may well fail to
bring about a recommended
change.15
15 C. West Churchman, “Managerial Ac
ceptance of Scientific Recommendations,”
California Management Review, Fall,
1964, p. 35.

There is much evidence to sup
port the fact that many information
systems now in existence remain
on the shelf unused. Chambers
states concerning a production in
formation system:
We developed a very sophisti
cated model for the finishing
operations at that plant (fin
ishing is a semicontinuous op
eration there). The model
takes into account not only the
speed of the production lines,
inventories at various stages,
order quantities, and labor
smoothing, but also how the
kilns are loaded. There are
about six or seven control vari
ables, and the model very
closely approximates reality. It
has optimizing features, where
possible, and involves some
simulation. However, the plant
is not using it because they
don’t understand what is in the
model and how it works. We
have found that unless we get
people to understand what we
have done, and unless we de
velop the model or system
slowly, it isn’t going to be
used.16

He makes the point that if a sys
tem is developed sequentially and
the managers are allowed to ab
sorb it on a piecemeal basis, then
there is a higher probability of suc
cess. This is especially true where
the decision making function is
highly complex. It is also common
knowledge that when change is
understood, resistance to it is less
formidable.
16 John C. Chambers, “Total Versus Mod
ular Information Systems: Empirical Ex
perience in Finance and Personnel,”
Management Information Systems for the
1970’s, Robert D. Smith (ed.), Center
for Business and Economic Research,
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio, 1970,
pp. 52-53.
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At a recent symposium on simu
lation it was stated in regard to a
sophisticated corporate model:

The quest for a total
integrated system is sheer

folly as well as misleading.

The quantum jump from
modular subsystems to one
“holistic” system is neither

financially nor technically
feasible at this time.

. . . We would like to cite this
evidence, but we cannot. The
reason that we can’t is that we
do not have a data bank of in
teractive estimates, because no
analyst is currently using this
system. This is despite the fact
that the model has been in a
finished form for almost nine
months, and has been intro
duced to approximately one
hundred security analysts and
four different organizations, in
cluding the Security Analysts
of------------------- Bank. Obvi
ously, something has gone very
wrong: a large amount of
money has been spent to de
velop a product which is sit
ting on the shelf unused.
The model was not, however,
“human engineered” by some
one familiar with the thought
processes of a non-computeroriented user. ... Furthermore,
the user was provided with
very little assistance as to how
he was to derive the imputs to
this model: how is an analyst
to be expected to make proba
bilistic forecasts, when this
represents to him an entirely
new mode of thought?17
Traditional managers, who have
had neither the exposure nor the
training to adequately cope with
computer technology, are over
whelmed by this new vehicle, which
they rightly or wrongly perceive as
a threat to their decision making
prerogatives. Even when training
has narrowed the gap slightly, it
has by no means bridged the
chasm. Besides, many of the train
ing programs are of little benefit to
the participants since they are oneshot operations which do not pro
17 Wayne H. Wagner et al., “Telecom
munications Earnings Estimation Model
(TEEM): An Evaluation,” paper pre
sented at Symposium on Corporate Sim
ulation Models, Seattle, Wash., March
23-25, 1970.
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vide in-depth knowledge of the
system. It is not enough simply to
know what information to ask for
and how to read computer print
outs. If a manager is to evaluate a
system, he must know some of the
inner workings of the system.18
A major division exists both in
theory and practice concerning in
tegrated management information
systems. The authors suggest that
this is so because of a failure to
describe precisely not only the
scope of the system itself but also
the types of decisions toward which
the system must be designed. At
the one extreme is the all-embrac
ing integrated system with inputs
of objective data based upon con
tinually changing political, eco
nomic, and environmental factors,
as well as data relating to past,
present, and probably future activi
ties of the firm and its competitors.
At the other extreme lies a system
with a capability to provide an
analysis of only segmented internal
data. The degree of systems so
phistication even at this end will
be difficult to achieve since true
integration will require the formi
dable meshing of many modular
subsystems. Notwithstanding the
often-cited examples of several
major firms that have had some
measure of success with integrated
logistic systems, progress has been
modest.
In any event, the quest for a
total integrated system is sheer
folly as well as misleading. The
quantum jump from modular sub
systems to one “holistic” system is
neither financially nor technically
feasible at this time. It is hoped
that the steady flow of literature
on “total” systems will be slowed
and the hypnotic attraction will dis
sipate as the slow integration of
modular subsystems proceeds in
industry. As this occurs, the con
cept of integrated systems will be
come a substantive one instead of
mere shadows.
18 This point is succinctly made in Rus
sell L. Ackoff's article, “Management
Misinformation System,” Management
Science, December, 1967.
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Part Two—

Playscript dramatizing perils of auditing computer
records without sufficient data processing knowledge
enlivens second day of Boston—

SEVENTH ANNUAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE
A Management Adviser Staff Report

second morning of the
partner of the supposed accounting
AICPA Seventh Annual Com
firm; Harry Brown, Ernst & Ernst,
puter Conference, Tuesday, Mayplaying Dick, the supervisor; and
25, opened with a departure from
Jack Martin, Seymour Schneidman
previous AICPA meeting formats.
& Associates, playing Harry, the inUsing the playscript technique,
charge accountant. The script was
several members and staff person
written by Harry Brown.
nel dramatized the perils facing
On to the play:
a CPA firm doing an audit for a
(We are in the accountants’ office
company that has gone in heavily
with Partner Tom, Supervisor Dick,
for automated record keeping when
and In-Charge Accountant Harry.
the CPAs don’t understand enough
They are quite pleased over the
about computers. Entitled “The
acquisition of a fairly large client.
Best Defense Is a Good Audit,” the
Partner Tom is seated behind the
story opened in the office of a
desk and the oth
er two men are
mythical accounting firm consider
entering the office.)
ing a new account, an automobile
Tom: Come on in, Dick, you too,
repair parts company that report
Harry. I’ve got some good
ed it was having inventory turn
news.
over and accounts receivable prob
Dick: Is it about AIC? (turning
lems.
to Harry) That’s Automatic
The real accountants portraying
Industries Corporation. I heard
the fictional accountants were, re
that we were being considered
spectively, Robert B. Nadel, Hertz,
as auditors.
Herson & Co., playing Tom, the
he

T
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Tom: Yes, that’s right! I just
came from a meeting with the
finance committee of the Board
of Directors and we have been
selected as auditors for this
year. I am really impressed
with the officers and board
members that I met today. As
you know, AIC has its head
quarters operation here in
town but at the present time
it has a dozen automotive parts
warehouses throughout the
Midwest.
Dick: How old is the company
and what are their net sales?
Tom: The company was started
about 10 years ago by three of
the present officers. It is dis
tributor for several lines of
fast-moving automobile repair
parts. They also have a small
retail operation at each ware
house which sells some of the
fancier specialty items for hot
33

rods and drag racers. Sales
have been increasing about 10
per cent a year and last year
the company had sales of
about $20,000,000.
Harry: Sounds interesting. That
should make it about our larg
est client.
Tom: That’s right. A quick re
view of last year’s financial
statements, which were not
audited, by the way, showed
that they had some inventory
turnover problems and possibly
some accounts receivable col
lection problems. My quick
estimate is that the audit will
require about 1,600 hours this
first year and a little less than
that in the future.
Dick: How does their account
ing look? Did you get a chance
to talk to anyone?
Tom: Yes, I did. I talked with the
Treasurer and he indicated
that they were doing some
great things with the comput
er. They hired their data proc
essing manager away from a
much larger wholesale auto
motive parts company and they
seem to be getting some excel
lent reports out of the system.
Just about everything, I under
stand, is automated. Their
gross profit margin is very slim
and they have to have good in
ventory turnover and very
quick response to customers’
requests to maintain any kind
of competitive edge over other
parts wholesalers. They have
their own salesmen at each
warehouse location and they
also have a delivery service to
the larger local garages and
repair shops.
Dick: When can we get started?
What’s the year-end?
Tom: It’s a December closing
and we should start almost im
mediately. I’ve already dis
cussed inventory observation
with the Treasurer and he in
dicated that they would take
their physical inventory at the
end of November. Perpetual
inventory records are on the
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computer for all 12 ware
houses. He indicated that eight
of the warehouses were quite
large but that four of them
were relatively new and these
have much smaller inventories.
Just about everything is cen
tralized at the main office.
Maybe we will only observe
the inventories at the eight
largest warehouses this year. I
want you, Dick, to supervise
the job and I think you will
need about three staff account
ants. I already chose Harry for
you because I noted from his
personnel record that he had a
course in computer programing
in college. Is that right, Harry?
Harry: Yes, sir. At State, the En
gineering School offered a pro
graming language course to
any student. I took the course
and wrote a few programs in
Fortran. We ran the programs
on a terminal located in one of
the engineering building class
rooms. I was certainly im
pressed with the calculating
speed of the computer.
Dick: I’m glad you are working
with me again, Harry, but I
don’t think that the computer
should give us much trouble.
I already worked on one job
where the client has a com
puter and we found it no dif
ferent from any other job. In
fact, the reports were so good
that we were able to complete
the audit without going near
the computer room. We com
mented in the management let
ter on the high quality of com
puter output, although we did
mention that they were spend
ing a pretty good chunk of
money for data processing.
Tom: Good. I think, Dick, that
you had better call the Treas
urer tomorrow and make ar
rangements to start the review
of internal control and the
preliminary work. From every
thing I’ve heard, internal con
trol is really good. I think you
two should handle the initial
review. Write up some fairly

general procedure memoran
dums on the basic accounting
system. Maybe, while you are
doing that, you could also do
some of the preliminary work.
Dick, I want you to prepare
a job budget within a week
or two, and try to come some
where near the 1,500 or 1,600
hours that I estimated. I am
really pleased to get this job
and it should give us some
contacts in several other cities.
Thank you both, and don’t for
get to keep me informed on
progress. (Partner Tom leaves
the room and Dick turns to
Harry.)
Dick: You know, Harry, I hope
that computer doesn’t give us
any trouble but I read some
where that most computers are
nothing more than big book
keeping machines and we can
probably do our audit around
it.
Harry: No, it shouldn’t give us
any trouble. At one of the as
sociation meetings, one of the
speakers kept saying that the
computer was fast, but awfully
stupid. He also commented
that it was extremely accu
rate and that it never made a
footing error or any mathe
matical error. (Lights out)

The lights dimmed and a panel
of four appeared on the right side
of the stage. They were Richard
C. Bluestine, Touche Ross & Co.;
Everett Johnson, Haskins & Sells;
Fred L. Lilly, Jr., Ernst & Ernst;
and John F. Mullarkey, AICPA.
Discussing the scene that had just
taken place, they commented that
obviously none of the accountants
portrayed was too familiar with
computers; their naive self-confi
dence about a situation they didn’t
know sufficiently well proved that.
Would they be competent to talk
knowledgeably enough with the
client’s EDP personnel to learn
what was really going on? Would
they be able to check on the con
trols established within the EDP
system? One of the panelists comManagement Adviser

merited sadly that no accountant
doing an audit which he knew
would have to be done manually
would take so cavalier an approach
to his assignment.
The lights shifted again to the
left side of the stage. The three
“accountants” were back again, but
their mood was very different from
that of the first scene. The month
was April, six months after the pre
vious scene, and an ominous sign
was the presence of a fourth char
acter on the stage, Douglas R. Car
michael, AICPA, playing the ac
countants’ attorney, Bob.
The play:

(The same three men are present
and in addition an attorney from
the accountants’ law firm is pres
ent. In this act the attorney will be
a devil’s advocate, challenging why
and how certain things were done
as they were.)
Tom: (Despairingly) What a
mess! Not only have we lost
AIC as a client, but Bob here
indicates that he has had a
preliminary discussion with
the bank and they have indi
cated that they are considering
bringing suit against both AIC
and us for the bank loan that
is in default. Other auditors
have been called in and appar
ently there is a significant in
ventory shortage and a fairly
substantial accounts receivable
overstatement. I talked with
the Treasurer of AIC and he
told me that when the write
offs are made retroactive to
December 31, the company
will be in serious default. As
we know, the bank loan re
quired that net working capital
not fall below $1,000,000 and
the Treasurer indicated that it
looked as though it is below
$800,000.
Attorney: Yes, that data process
ing manager must have been
really clever. He quit, you
know, right after the investiga
tions started. Did you fellows
get to know him very well?
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Dick: No, we didn’t. The stuff
he was turning out was beau
tiful and we had almost no
trouble working with it. I un
derstand that there is about
$200,000 in missing inventory
and that at least $50,000 of
accounts receivable is uncol
lectible. I can’t understand it.
I thought we did a good job.
In fact, we came in well be
low budget. By the way, is it
true that the company has
asked for cancellation of the
audit bill?
Tom: Yes, when the shortages
were discovered, and AIC re
alized the significance of them,
they immediately asked for
cancellation of the audit bill
and a refund of the interim
payment they made to us in
early January. If we agree, it
means a loss of about $25,000.
I didn’t like the tone of the
newspaper article, particularly
the headline, “Auditors fail to
uncover shortage; local com
pany in financial difficulty”; it
could hurt our reputation here.
In fact, I’ve had two or three
calls from our other clients
wanting to know what really
happened. Dick, Harry, will
you bring Bob up to date on
what we think happened?
Dick: Glad to. As you know,
AIC had about $20,000,000 in
sales last year and at the year
end receivables were approxi
mately $1,800,000 and inven
tory about $2,300,000. We ob
served the inventories at all but
two locations and those two
locations were quite small. We
also followed normal proce
dures of confirming the ac
counts receivable. In fact, we
used the computer to select
the confirmations. We asked
the data processing manager if
he would have one of the pro
gramers write us a program
which would read the accounts
receivable file and print out all
customers who had a balance
in excess of $10,000 and every
tenth account with a balance

. . . When the shortages were
discovered, and AIC realized
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below that amount. We had a
couple of replies to our posi
tive confirmations indicating
that the accounts had been
charged in error. We followed
these up and saw that the
proper transfers to correct ac
counts were made in January.
We had a few of the normal
replies to the negatives, mostly
concerning cutoffs and pay
ments in transit. I believe we
followed these up adequately.
Tell him about the inventory,
Harry, you handled most of
that.
Harry: Yes, it was pretty tough
to observe the inventory, as
these automobile parts are
stored in floor-to-ceiling bins.
Except for a few items, such
as mufflers, car radios, spark
plugs, batteries, very few indi
vidual items seemed to rep
resent a very large dollar
amount. We did have some
trouble trying to trace our test
counts into the final inventory
as printed by the computer,
but we were told that there
was a lot of excess parts which
could not be placed in the bins
and that these items were con
solidated with the original bin
counts. Data processing pre
punched cards for all items in
inventory. These cards showed
the part number, location, and
unit cost. The employees dis
tributed the cards throughout
the warehouse and entered in
pencil the quantities on hand
of each item. During our ob
servation, we listed several
items and made many test
counts, comparing our counts
to the amounts shown on the
individual cards. We found out
later that the unit cost was
really a wholesale cost and that
AIC receives a wholesale dis
tributor discount, so we had to
make some overall gross cal
culations to arrive at the net
cost of the inventory.
Tom: Did you account for all
of the cards used?
Harry: Well, we thought we did.
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We had a record of all of the
tag numbers. The data proc
essing manager stated that they
had made a preliminary run
of the cards looking for miss
ing numbers and had located
all missing numbers. However,
before processing of the inven
tory that we saw, all of the
cards were sorted into part
number sequence, extensions
were calculated, and the final
inventory printed. The inven
tory after deduction for the
special distributor discount
was very close to book and
everyone seemed quite pleased.
There are about 10,000 to 12,000 part numbers in each
warehouse and the client used
over 100,000 inventory tags.
This made quite a computer
printout.
Tom: Did you check clerical ac
curacy?
Harry: Well we had a problem
there. There was no natural
breakdown of the inventory
into product lines and so the
entire inventory was printed
with only a grand total at the
end. We did check some of the
extensions and found them ac
curate. When the Treasurer
called us, we went over there
and spent a couple of days
and apparently the grand total
was overfooted by more than
$100,000. Quite by accident,
we also discovered that there
was some duplication in the
inventory. By that, I mean that
2,000 or 3,000 cards were in
cluded in inventory twice, cre
ating another inflation of $50,000 to $75,000. If we’d had one
of those generalized audit pro
grams, we could have sorted
the file in tag number order
and caught the duplication.
Attorney: That’s a good explana
tion, Harry, but what about
the receivables?
Dick: I’ll handle that. The new
auditors did a 100 per cent
confirmation and apparently
have discovered many fictitious
accounts. Before we were

asked to leave, I had the
chance to compare the prelim
inary list of those fictitious ac
counts against our list of con
firmations mailed and there is
not a single duplication. Ap
parently the computer program
we used just failed to pick any
fictitious item. I don’t under
stand it.
Tom: Yes, and subsequent
events proved that neither the
order entry nor accounts receiv
able department maintained
any kind of control over goods
authorized to be shipped. The
data processing manager told
them it was too difficult to use
prenumbered sales invoice
forms and all invoices were
numbered on the computer.
Those shipments which were
not to be billed were merely
dropped from the files and
there was no way of knowing
that this happened. No one
was reconciling goods shipped
to customer billings.
Dick: And the inventory control
people seemed to accept all of
the explanations concerning
the various differences be
tween the physical counts and
their perpetual records. Be
cause data processing was al
ways a week or two late in
posting receipts for merchan
dise purchased, it was always
difficult to reconcile physical
counts to the perpetual rec
ords.
Harry: And yet, data processing
turned out some of the best
reports I’ve ever seen.
Attorney: I read some of your
professional literature over the
weekend, Tom, and, as I read
it, you people really have no
responsibility for catching
fraud or embezzlement if you
exercised the standard of care
required in the circumstances.
For a CPA the standard of
care is defined by generally
accepted auditing standards.
Chapter One of SAP No. 33
states quite clearly that an au
ditor is responsible for failure
Management Adviser

to detect fraud when, to quote,
"such failure clearly results
from failure to comply with
generally accepted auditing
standards.” The most impor
tant evidence you can offer is
your working papers. Do they
support the contention that
your examination was ade
quate in the circumstances and
are they in good order?
Tom: Yes, they are. We have a
good program of examination
and our internal control check
list is complete, although a re
view of it shows some indica
tion that we should have in
vestigated the data processing
activity a little more thorough
ly. You know, our internal con
trol review form is several
years old and there is nothing
in it concerning computers or
data processing. We found out
that several users were relying
on data processing to keep ev
erything balanced. Guess they
were afraid to admit to us that
they didn’t understand the new
system.
Attorney: I met with the client’s
attorney last Friday and they
indicated that the officers of
AIC are extremely displeased
with your work. They also in
dicated that, although the
shortage was very significant,
the company has been able to
obtain a waiver of the loan de
fault and it looks as though
they will be able to make the
current payment due by mid
year. Apparently, they are fish
ing for a cancellation of the
audit bill and return of those
fees paid.
Tom: If that will do it, I’m in
clined to think that we should
comply and get out of this
mess as soon as possible.
Attorney: The most pertinent
standards in the circumstances
seem to be the first general
standard and all of the stan
dards of field work. Two of
them seem pretty clear. One
relates to the training and pro
ficiency of the auditor. We
might be in trouble over that
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one. Tom, none of your people
seems to have any training in
computers. The second relates
to the study and evaluation of
internal control. Apparently,
no review of any kind was
made of the data processing
department, even though we
had some indication that data
processing did exercise some
control function, or, should I
say, non-control function.
You know that none of the
EDP employees was included
in the fidelity bond and maybe
that should have been com
mented upon.
Tom: Well, our people are well
trained! We hire only college
graduates and almost a third of
the present staff have passed
the CPA examination.
Attorney: I understand many
audit firms are using statistical
samplings of larger files.
Would that have detected any
of the problems, do you think?
Tom: Possibly, but I’m a little
rusty on my statistics. We have
always felt that the use of stat.
sampling merely substituted
one educated guess for an
other, and we have stuck to
the auditor’s judgment.
Dick: I’ve been thinking about
some staff training in data
processing and, possibly, sam
pling. The American Institute
has several courses in both and
two or three look like they
might fit our needs.
Harry: I would certainly like to
get some training in this area.
That programing course I took
in college wasn’t much good in
understanding how these com
puters work in business.
Dick: I think we should send
several men to the "Control
and Audit of EDP Systems”
course and maybe to the “Sys
tems Flow-Charting Course.”
Tom: They’re pretty expensive,
aren’t they?
Dick: Well, the control and audit
course lasts five days and costs
$375 for each participant.
There would also be some
travel costs.

. . . subsequent events proved
that neither the order entry
nor accounts receivable
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Tom: That brings it up to about
$600 for one man, plus the loss
of a week’s work. We only
have a few other clients with
computers and we’ve had no
trouble with those jobs. Maybe
we could buy a book or two
and have the men study on
their own time. Why don’t we
call the local community col
lege and see if they offer any
courses in computers?
Dick: I’ll look into that.
Harry: (Wistfully) Well, we sure
learned that computers aren’t
just big calculating and book
keeping machines.
Lights up again on the right
side of the stage. “This is auditing
by the seat of the pants,” said
Bluestine. “There was poor separa
tion of duties in the EDP area,
which the auditors certainly should
have noted but didn’t,” commented
Johnson. “They neglected entirely
proper testing of the input-output
controls.”
Lilly commented that there were
several areas in the client company
where audit software could have
been used profitably but was not.
Johnson pointed out that it
should have been obvious that
there wasn’t close enough supervi
sion over the auditors who worked
with the client company by the
partner, Tom, and that Harry and
Dick should never have permitted
the EDP manager to write pro
grams for the accounts receivable
function.
“The inventory control—or lack
of it—was really the heart of the
problem. If item tags had been
properly checked, if turnover by
part number had been checked, if
the slowest-moving items had been
identified, a lot of discrepancies
would have ben discovered early
enough to save the situation,” said
Lilly.
Mullarkey summed up the opin
ion of the commentators. “This was
audit by inquiry only. Undue re
liance was placed on the reliability
of the computer operations. If it’s
an accounting function and it’s be
ing handled by computer, it’s the
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accountant’s responsibility to re
view the internal control embodied
in the computer program.”

Concurrent sessions held
The audience at the conference
then broke up into concurrent ses
sions concerned with audit tech
niques in different environments.
Auditing in a time sharing environ
ment was discussed by Dennis Fox,
of Haskins & Sells, and Thomas
Sampson, of Arthur Young & Com
pany; the smaller practitioner and
auditing of EDP by Lawrence Mc
Donald, of Hungerford, Cooper,
Luxon & Company, Ben Rose, of
Elmer Fox & Company, and Ar
nold Schneidman, of Behrman,
Schneidman & Co.; auditing via
generalized audit programs was dis
cussed by Keagle Davis, of Touche
Ross & Co., John Mullarkey, and
Richard Webb, Alexander Grant &
Company. Auditing service-centerproduced records was outlined by
Douglas Carmichael, AICPA, W.
Thomas Porter, professor of ac
counting, University of Washing
ton, and Gordon Taubenheim,
chairman, Champion Service Com
pany.
The AICPA president at that
time, Marshall Armstrong, of Geo.
S. Olive & Co., was the Tuesday
luncheon speaker, as reported in
the September-October issue of
Management Adviser.
Tuesday afternoon was devoted
to supplier sessions and Tuesday
evening to informal orientation ses
sions, both for CPAs considering
EDP activities and for those al
ready involved in EDP activities.
Wednesday, May 26, the final
day of the meeting, opened with a
talk by Robert Schlosser, director
of the AICPA Professional Devel
opment Division, on “First the
Peter Principle, and Now Paul’s.”
Dr. Schlosser reviewed briefly
how Professor Paul Armer of Stan
ford University has now added his
“Paul Principle” to the well-known
concepts of “Parkinson’s Law” and
the recent “Peter Principle,” Pro
fessor Armer’s concept being that
“individuals often become incom

petent over time at a level at which
they once performed well because
they become uneducated (techno
logically obsolete) at that level.”
Dr. Schlosser said he believes
Paul’s Principle contributes directly
to Peter’s—which advances the
theory, “In a hierarchy every em
ployee tends to rise to his level of
incompetence.” Douglas Thomas,
executive director of the Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants,
he reported, maintains that “unlike
Parkinson and Peter, at whose hy
potheses you could laugh while
wincing, there is little to laugh
about in the Paul Principle,” and
goes on to say, “However, unlike
the Parkinson and Peter Principles,
it’s relatively easy to delay—if not
forestall—the operation of the Paul
Principle.”
“I maintain,” he emphasized,
“that if you are successful in de
laying or forestalling the operation
of the Paul Principle, you will
rarely be overtaken by Peter’s,” but
he also observed that the apparent
indifference of professional prac
tice in the face of technological
improvements presents a discour
aging outlook toward ever gaining
on the Paul Principle.
The group was informed, for ex
ample, that the approximate 15year existence of the electronic
computer as applied to business
systems has not resulted in an un
derstanding by more than a minor
ity of CPAs of its applications in
the auditing field. The group also
was reminded that the CPA who
is unable to review and evaluate
controls in a client’s EDP system
is not observing generally accepted
auditing standards. Moreover, he
asserted, there are known cases of
this type of continuous omission,
subjecting the practitioner to seri
ous legal risk.
Pinpointing areas of insidious op
eration of the Peter Principle—fail
ure of a manager (supervisor,
junior partner) due to lack of spe
cific managerial training—and the
Paul Principle—a case of eight dif
ferent answers (two from CPAs)
to a taxpayer seeking “expert” tax
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advice—Dr. Schlosser continued
with a suggested antidote as stated
by Douglas Thomas, executive di
rector of the CICA, when he wrote,
“Every professional man knows that
professional responsibility, to say
nothing of intelligent self interest,
demands that he must continually
strive to improve his own stan
dards.”
P.D. work reviewed
Dr. Schlosser gave a resume of
the work of the Professional Devel
opment Division of the AICPA, in
dicating that in the coming months
there have been scheduled 26 re
gional programs at 237 locations
and 40 seminars at 237 locations. He
brought out the fact that no dues
money is regularly used for pro
fessional development programs,
but that the Professional Develop
ment Division is responsible for
development of this material and
must obtain coverage solely from
the prices charged to states and
participants.
Examples of specific antidotes to
the Paul Principle were cited in
advantages of the course in EDP
Audit and Control; Statistical Sam
pling Workshop for aid to man
agers and partners in decision mak
ing with the sampling plan; various
levels of staff training; manager
development courses covering ma
terial of practical value to young
professionals as well as partners;
and courses in the tax areas to pre
clude the necessity—for example—
of attempting to bluff one’s way
through developments of such ur
gency as brought about by the Tax
Reform Act of 1969.
Following Dr. Schlosser’s talk,
there was a general session, “Win,
Place, or Lose,” divided into three
consecutive panels, the first on
Computer Center Operations, the
second on Programing and Project
Control, and the third on Contrac
tual Agreements for Computer Ser
vices and Related Legal Implica
tions of EDP.
The first of the three sessions,
that on Computer Center Opera
tions, had as panelists Robert Ivey,
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Windes, McClaughry & Co., and
Robert McCarthy, Laventhol Krek
stein Horwath & Horwath, and was
moderated by Leonard Esstman,
Kraft Bros., Esstman, Patton, Hur
rell & Wehby.
Mr. Esstman in his introductory
remarks said his firm, in Nashville,
Tennessee, had joined with five
other firms in the area about four
years ago to form a joint data cen
ter. The result, he said: If the cen
ter could double its volume, it
would double its loss. He then
introduced Mr. Ivey to detail his
slightly more rewarding experience.
Ivey, using slides with his talk,
said that his firm, with 65 CPAs
and staff members, had both its
own computer and a terminal tied
into a time sharing computer net
work. The terminal is used mainly
for problem solving and staff train
ing purposes, the computer proper,
for the firm’s own information
needs and for clients’ work.
He stressed the point that his
firm does not work as a data cen
ter, that it serves only regular cli
ents, so that it does not compete
directly with service bureaus or the
banks in the area offering computer
services. Charges for each client
job are determined, he said, on the
basis of staff time recorded on time
sheets, computer time taken from
the computer log, and charges for
the forms used.
Internal firm work accounts for
about 15 per cent of the comput
er’s time, he said; 10 per cent is
small-client write-up work; and
the balance is used for more com
plex client tasks.
“By the third month after our
computer was installed, we were
recovering the monthly rental cost
of our computer through client
charges. Ever since, the client
charges have covered all costs with
a resulting profit. . .
Mr. McCarthy, speaking of the
Laventhol Krekstein Horwath &
Horwath experience with in-house
computers, which, as he pointed
out, goes back to the early ’60’s,
had a few words of warning for the
audience.
On input and source documents,

he said, it was absolutely essential
to establish strict rules and abide
by them.
“Don’t accept Xerox documents
as input, and avoid elaborate cod
ing structures,” he said.
One of the biggest problems in
data processing, he went on, has
come about through the develop
ment of too many characters.
“All of this slows input and so
throughput,” he said. It also con
tributes heavily to the error factor
when alpha characters are used.
“With any punched paper tape
—or optical font—device used for
creating automatic input media,
every care should be taken in the
design of the data recording de
vice to force the operator to use it
properly. The time and effort spent
in this phase of system design will
come back one hundred fold,” he
continued.

From disk back to tape
In their computer installation,
LKH&H started out with a diskonly system and then switched to
magnetic tapes, he said. “From an
audit trail and control point of
view, this is much safer because
the update of magnetic tape does
not destroy the previous informa
tion as it does on disk. It is, there
fore, still available at least until
the tape is reused. The magnetic
tape approach also eliminates disk
copy or card punch routines that
are used for back-up in disk-only
installations.”
Mr. Ivey interjected that his firm
does not actually send computerprepared billings for client services
because it wants to hold open its
options on the amount to be billed.
The next panel, moderated by
Michael Moore, Arthur Young &
Company, led off with Ted David,
of Touche Ross & Co., who laid
down some ground rules his firm
had found useful in programing
and project control.
Using slides, Mr. David said
there was no real reason for data
processing implementation in so
many cases going years beyond the
time scheduled for it, and costing
two to three times the amount
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that had first been budgeted for it.
Planning must encompass, he
said:
1. What the job is all about—its
specific objectives,
2. The individual jobs that will
have to be done,
3. Assignment of personnel for
each job and scheduling for
each, and
4. Approval of all the plans and
their turnover to production
control.
“It’s impossible to overestimate
the importance of writing down
everything that has to be done,” he
cautioned. “Each task level should
have a time assigned for its com
pletion. Each task should take not
more than three weeks.”
On project control, he said that
a check should be made each week
to ensure that the project is pro
gressing as planned. If necessary,
it should be rescheduled but a
check should always be made on a
weekly basis.
There should also be a continu
ing status report, he said, showing
what problems are cropping up un
expectedly and the measures being
taken to solve them. This status
report in turn should be updated
constantly to keep a constant rec
ord of what’s been accomplished
to date and what remains to be
done.
Leonard Gilbert, S. D. Leides
dorf, the next speaker, stressed the
necessity of complete understand
ing between the EDP department
and those using its services.
“The system actually begins
when another department requests
something from EDP,” he said.
“That’s why it’s so essential that
the analyst assigned to the system
understand the user’s language and
terminology. Of course, it’s also
important for the user to try to
understand the language of the
EDP people.” The ability to com
municate requirements effectively
and to implement solutions to these
requirements in the system is the
mutual responsibility of the user
and EDP personnel.
Equally important, Mr. Gilbert
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noted, is the necessity that docu
mentation, to the extent practi
cable, be in an understandable
form, rather than a mathematical
shorthand particular to the indi
vidual analyst. Documentation is a
working “tool” prepared while the
job is progressing, rather than a
project to be undertaken after the
system is completed.
Mr. Gilbert indicated that need
for or quality of documentation
was not dependent on the number
of people involved or the size of
the project. Documentation was
equally necessary in a small “shop”;
in fact, due to the limited personnel
involved it could be more critical
because of personnel turnover, se
curity, etc.
To a question from the floor as
to whether the need for documen
tation varied with the number of
people involved in the project, he
replied that since a larger job takes
more detailed documentation, it
generally did.

Legal steps outlined
The last panel of the morning
and the closing session of the con
ference, moderated by Robert
Nadel, Hertz, Herson & Co., had
as speakers two attorneys discuss
ing the legal implications of EDP.
The first, Roy N. Freed, of Wid
ett and Kruger, said more satis
factory computer use could be
achieved through better contract
ing practices. He also said there
is a crisis in computer contracting
because of bad practices. It is es
sential, he said, when about to buy
or rent a computer:
1. To define at the very begin
ning of negotiations just what is
wanted from the use of the com
puter system. “That’s the basis of a
good contract,” he said. “It’s also
important to set supplier perform
ance milestones immediately. If
you don’t identify every possible
point you want covered, you’re just
buying trouble.
“2. Also, check the backup facil
ities very carefully for any machine
you’re planning to buy or rent,” he
warned. “If you’re serious, get a
firm commitment in writing. Gen

tlemen’s agreements usually are
worthless.”
A complete written agreement
between buyer and seller is almost
as essential as a computer program
for a system, he declared. “There
are no standards in the market yet,
so don’t copy someone else’s form
or accept the manufacturer’s rou
tinely. But at least document all
commitments by letters or by
memos.”
This legal approach will take
longer than a more casual one, he
conceded, and it usually will cost a
little more in the beginning. But it
will pay off in the end by reducing
frictions and possible legal action.
As far as computer software is
concerned, he said, the wise buyer
will recognize that the supplier, in
most cases, is a manufacturer selling
goods rather than someone selling
services.
“It makes a great difference if
that is the true nature of the trans
action as far as his warranties are
concerned,” he said.
The second panelist, Robert Big
elow, of Hennessy, McCluskey,
Earle & Kilburn, discussing protec
tion of proprietary programs, said
the first rule was not to be overgenerous with them.
How can one protect his own
programs?
Treat them as if they were trade
secrets, he advised. A patent has
the disadvantages that it takes three
years to obtain, the program must
be so different or so unique that it
wouldn’t be fairly obvious to a
skilled programer, and in three
years most programs are outdated
anyway.
A copyright protects only against
exact copies, not the logic, he
pointed out. Changes in a few de
tails of a program would make its
protection very problematical.
“It’s very difficult to prove ever
that software has been stolen,” he
concluded. “The best thing to do
is protect it as you would a trade
secret; let as few people as pos
sible know any details about it and
keep the people who do know con
stantly aware of the need for
secrecy.”
Management Adviser

Integrated systems, combining sophisticated manage
ment methods and advanced computer processing,
can assist publishers in achieving their goals —

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS FOR
PUBLISHING HOUSES
by Edward A. Schefer and Ernest B. Thompson
Arthur Andersen & Co.

August 16, 1970, the New
York Times Book Review con
tained an article, “In Publishing,
the Word Is Trouble.” The article’s
message was that publishing as an
industry is having serious difficul
ties. Publishing houses are suffer
ing from several maladies. Among
the more serious are rising produc
tion costs, increasing scarcity of
capital to support new editorial
projects, and growing mobility of
authors (which leads to costly com
petition for talent); adding to these
problems is the fear that takeovers
by conglomerates will reduce the
creativeness of the publishers be
cause of increased emphasis on
n

O

profitability. Also, the conglomer
ate-owned publishers with ready
sources of capital can make it diffi
cult for independent houses to com
pete in the bidding for high-priced
literary talent.
The product of the publishing
business is essentially creative and
therefore volatile. This volatility is
amplified by the relationship be
tween changes in our culture and
the publishing industry, which at
tempts to reflect these changes and
in turn is affected by these changes.
For example, the recent campus
unrest led to a marked decline in
sales at college bookstores, requir
ing publishers to anticipate and

make inventory-level adjustments.
Cultural change also demands
that new books be published re
flecting changed social patterns.
The movement to include the AfroAmerican aspects of our society in
academic programs has demanded
that publishers provide the appro
priate textbook and course material.
However, there are some stabiliz
ing factors, such as the backlist
(active titles published prior to the
current publishing year), that serve
to differentiate publishing from
other industries whose activities are
purely creative.
Since these stabilizing factors are
present and most publishers do op-
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FIGURE I

erate for a profit, the industry is
similar enough to other businesses
to adopt many of the more mod
ern management techniques for
cost reduction and profit im-

EDWARD A. SCHEFER is
a principal of Arthur An
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Association. He received his B.A. from the
College of William and Mary and has
done graduate work at New York University.
ERNEST B. THOMPSON is
administrative
services
manager in the New
York office of Arthur An
dersen & Co. specializ
ing in data processing.
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accounting at the Uni
versity of Missouri while
working for his M.A.
there. Mr. Thompson received his B.S. from
Iowa State University. On several occasions
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ing courses given by the American Manage
ment Association.
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provement. Nevertheless, in the
past many publishers have not
made use of these techniques, par
tially because price increases could
be freely used to cover increasing
costs and maintain profitability.
Thus, a strong immediate incentive
to question current management
practices was not present. Coupled
with this lack of incentive was the
concern which many publishers
feel when discussing improved
management concepts. They fear
that too great an emphasis on the
“business” of publishing may create
an atmosphere in which the edi
torial and creative aspects of bring
ing new titles to the public will be
stifled. These fears may be justified
in some cases, but the obvious fact
remains that the more profit a pub
lisher generates, the more funds he
has available to support the devel
opment of titles with literary sig
nificance.
In the current economic situation
with its related increase in con
sumer awareness, price increases
have often proven ineffective, since

they simply cause decreased unit
sales, which generate profits equal
to or less than those based on a
lower price. When this point is
reached, those houses which have
failed to take advantage of modern
management techniques find their
ability to continue profitably is
hampered. Symptoms often accom
panying the decreasing profitability
include difficulties in respond
ing to changes in the market
place and in controlling the cost of
the marketing effort. Decreased
profitability also reduces the capital
available to support new editorial
projects so that fresh titles are not
available to replace those which
have ended their active sales life.
This, of course, can lead into a
self-feeding cycle of deterioration
in the whole enterprise. More com
monly, the house is able to continue
adding to its list of new books, but
fails to realize full profit potential
due to inadequate control over pro
duction and other costs associated
with the new books.
All in all, a number of major
Management Adviser

publishing houses are now in a posi
tion where it is desirable to
promptly update management prac
tices in many areas of the business.
These houses are attempting to do
so in shorter periods than many
other firms in industries which be
gan modernization programs much
earlier.

Misunderstanding of computers

Simultaneously, the use of more
sophisticated computers has started
to permeate the industry. However,
houses that have installed comput
ers have had problems in develop
ing the most efficient mechanized
methods, and these problems have
prevented them from realizing the
full potential of the equipment. The
computer is also underutilized since
it is often regarded simply as a
high-speed calculator, not as a
management tool.
Attempts to solve these problems
(those of installation of efficient
data processing systems and of
modernization
of management
practices) have led to the develop
November-December, 1971

ment of a new approach to the
management functions of the pub
lishing house, that is, the integrated
system. Using this approach, out
dated methods are replaced with
sophisticated management tech
niques complemented by better or
ganized and more accurate infor
mation. This information is ob
tained by taking full advantage of
the processing capabilities of third
generation computers. The inte
grated system for publishing houses
has, therefore, a two-fold objective:
the implementation of advanced
processing methods and the intro
duction of up-to-date management
techniques.
Master data files

A central concept of the inte
grated system from the computer
processing viewpoint is the use of
master data files. These files, or the
“data base,” are updated and used
in the various processing subsys
tems and provide a central loca
tion for all data.
Usually the data base is updated

through the input of data at a sin
gle point, as, for example, in the
receipt of a customer order as pic
tured in Figure 1, above. Given
the capabilities of today’s computer
systems, the order processing clerk
might well have a cathode ray tube
(CRT) with which to enter and
validate the order information. This
entry uses the Customer Master
File by matching the customer’s
name or account number to deter
mine credit information and ship
ping details. The books ordered are
entered by a title code and edition
number, and the Inventory Master
File is used to determine the avail
ability and best location for ship
ment. As availability is determined,
packing lists are prepared for the
picking of books from stock. Once
packing is confirmed, the invoice
is prepared and distributed. A re
ceivable is created and the amount
of credit available for the customer
is reduced on the Customer Master
File. If the total value of the order
puts the customer over his credit
limit, a message is sent to the order
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FIGURE 2

Schematic
_______ INPUT
SOURCE

ITEM

clerk either to request approval of
extension of additional credit or to
backorder the over-limit items until
payment of outstanding receivables
is made, restoring the credit avail
able to a sufficient level. Sales, in
ventory, and cost of sales are up
dated on the Product, Inventory,
Author, and Financial Master Files.
If this sale causes inventory for a
title at a location or in total to fall
to a predetermined level (that is,
the inventory level, based on sales
volume history and forecast, which
will carry the book through the
time required for reprinting with
out loss of sales), reports would be
prepared notifying management of
the need to make a decision to ship
from a different location, schedule
a reprint, or let the title go out of
print. These reports would include
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TRANSACTION
SUB SYSTEMS

UPDATE
SUBSYSTEMS

INFORMATION
SUBSYSTEMS

a computer-calculated economic or
dering quantity (that quantity
which minimizes the total cost of
ordering and inventorying a book)
for review by management. Most
of these actions occur automatically
within the computer system and
require no further manual entry of
data, except for such items as the
packing confirmation. A similar se
ries of events could occur for other
transactions.

Typical data flow
Figure 2, above, illustrates the
flow of data in the integrated sys
tem for publishing houses. This
diagram does not attempt to show
all the possible data paths, but sim
ply portrays some of the typical
inputs and related processing, mas
ter files or “data base” and update

OUTPUT
ITEM

USER

processing, and information proces
sing and related outputs that make
up the system.
Among the areas where improve
ment can be realized by the intro
duction of modern management
techniques and sophisticated proc
essing are:
• Financial—Financial
Plan
ning and Control, Cost Account
ing, General and Financial Ac
counting, and Financial Manage
ment.
• Operational—Order Process
ing, Production Scheduling, In
ventory Management, Distribu
tion, Marketing Data, and Fore
casting Techniques.

After these areas have been up
graded by the application of better
methods, almost all of them can
Management Adviser

also be integrated in a computer
system which provides for the use
of common data. The specifics of
these financial and operational tech
niques will be examined briefly to
see how each can be improved in
a publishing environment.
Before discussing the individual
areas, two points should be recog
nized which may be helpful in un
derstanding the operation of a pub
lishing house. First, almost all of
the larger houses are “editorial
houses,” which means that they do
not operate printing plants or bind
eries. The actual physical manufac
turing of the books is done by
printers and binders under con
tract. Second, the houses are usu
ally organized by book type with
common departments being:
• Trade—for all general titles such
as fiction, travel, sports, etc.
• Juvenile—for all children’s books
• Higher Education—which han
dles all college-level titles, etc.
• School—concerning
elementary
and high school texts and other
material.

Informal planning, which has
served publishers in the past, is
proving inadequate in today’s en
vironment. One of the keys to im
proved cost control is the financial
planning and control (or budget
ing) function. Historically, budgets
and budgeting systems have been
exercises in forecasting, but this is
no longer adequate if the maximum
potential for profit improvement is
to be realized. The budget must be
related to the steps in the manage
ment cycle: planning, execution,
and control. A financial plan must
be devised to achieve the publish
er’s goals, and the plan should be
developed by all levels of manage
ment in all operating areas, not just
the accounting department. This
approach to budget development
will give the publisher practical
benchmarks against which to mea
sure actual performance.
There are several factors to keep
in mind when developing financial
planning and control methods for
a publishing house. First, the long
November-December, 1971

lead time from the decision to pub
lish a manuscript until completed
books are ready for sale means that
economic and environmental fac
tors may change significantly over
the life of a project. For example,
the costs of paper, printing, and
binding may increase significantly
in the two or three years it may
take to bring some books from con
ception to publication. Second, the
printing, binding, and other costs
related to work performed by out
side vendors require the same care
ful planning and control as inside
costs and must be included in over
all budgets. Finally, advances to
authors against royalties to be
earned on future sales, often a sub
stantial expense, also demand care
ful budgeting and control.
The publisher has a key role in
helping his personnel to define their
objectives and in evaluating the re
sults in terms of previously set
goals.
There are several developments
in cost accounting techniques and
reporting available to provide a
significant improvement in benefits
from the cost accounting function.
While most publishers now main
tain costs by book in one form or
another, these are usually based
upon an historical job order cost
system, whereas experience in other
industries indicates that some type
of standard or estimated job order
system is more advantageous. This
type of system provides manage
ment with reports on variances for
all cost categories to facilitate im
proved control. These reports can
also indicate profitability by title
(Figure 3, page 46), by author
(Figure 4, page 46), by editor, by
department (Figure 5, page 47),
or by any other useful category.
Work-in-process ledgers for each
printing of a book (Figure 6, page
47) as well as costed inventory
records can also be provided.
The cost system should also pro
vide historical data on the full costs
of title development and produc
tion for use in reprint quantity and
pricing decisions. This “full cost”
historical information should also
be used in deciding whether or not

Informal planning, which

has served publishers in the
past, is proving inadequate

in today’s environment. One
of the keys to improved

cost control is the financial
planning and control (or

budgeting) function. His

torically, budgets and budget
ing systems have been ex

ercises in forecasting, but this
is no longer adequate if
the maximum potential for

profit improvement is to be
realized . . .
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FIGURE 3

CONTRIBUTION TO DEPARTMENTAL GROSS PROFIT—BY TITLE

HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Period Ending April 30, 1971

Book #451 — Publication Month: 2-70—Title: Ticking & Tying
Job #73—Publication Price: $5.00—Author: A. E. Nesredna

Numberof
Books
2,200
200
2,000
2,000

40
60

Gross Sales
Returns and allowances
Net Sales
Cost of books sold:
Paper-Printing-Binding (PPB)
Royalties
Total Cost of Books Sold
Period Costs:
Plate amortization
Pre-publication expenses
Inventory revaluation
Cost of sample copies
Inventory write-offs
Variances—PPB
Total Period Costs
Gross Profit (Loss) of Book
Inventory Turnover—
2 month sales in inventory

Amount

Per Cent of
Net Sales

$11,000
1,000
10,000

110%
10
100

$5,000
1,000

60

6,000

1,000
1,000
200
200
300
300
30%
10%

3,000
$1,000

FIGURE 4

CONTRIBUTION TO DEPARTMENTAL GROSS PROFIT-BY AUTHOR

HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Period Ending April 30, 1971
Gross Profit

Author

Title

Nesredna

XYZ Corp. History

Nesredna

Door Design

Nesredna

Ticking & Tying

Author Summary
Department Summary

46

Net Sales

$

1,000

Amount

%of
Net Sales

% of Dept.
Gross Profit

Number of
Books Sold
(Net)

Pub.
Month

Book
Number

40%

1%

2,000

7-69

492

2,400

1,200

50

3

4,000

9-69

571

40

2

5

0

14

3,440

1,602

47

4

3,014

2-70
—

451
—

$100,000

$40,000

100%

20,000

—

$

400

40%

—-
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FIGURE 5

DEPARTMENTAL GROSS PROFIT STATEMENT
JUVENILE DEPARTMENT
Period Ending April 30, 1971
PER CENT OF
NET SALES

AMOUNT

105%

$105,000

GROSS SALES

RETURNS AND ALLOWANCES

NET SALES

5,000

5

100,000

100

50,000

50

45,000

45
—— —

COST OF BOOKS SOLD

PAPER-PRINTING-BINDING (PPB)

40,000

ROYALTIES

10,000

TOTAL COST OF BOOKS SOLD

PERIOD COSTS:
PLATE AMORTIZATION

10,000

PREPUBLICATION EXPENSES

25,000

INVENTORY REVALUATION

2,000

COST OF SAMPLE COPIES

5,000

INVENTORY WRITE-OFFS

1,000

VARIANCES -- PPB

2,000

TOTAL PERIOD COSTS
$

DEPARTMENTAL GROSS PROFIT

5%

5,000

FIGURE 6

WORK-IN-PROCESS LEDGER-TRADE DEPARTMENT
Period Ending April 30, 1970

Book #493—Author: M. Berger—Title: Teleprocessing Made Simple
Costs

Invoice
Date

Vendor

Description

Quantity

Unit
Cost

Beg. Balance

Total

Paper

120

100

Printing

Binding

Freight

Plant Costs
Pre-Pub
Expenses
Plate

20

1,000

Smith Bros.

4- 2-70

Engraving

Preston Co.

4- 4-70

Reproduction

Jones & Co.

4- 4-70

Paper-Text

10,000

.20

Cogswell Corp.

4-10-70

Printing

10,000

.15

Gerk Co.

4-11-70

Binding

10,000

.10

Noll Trucking

4-18-70

Freight

Falk Co.

4-21-70

Art Work

Brown Bros.

4-21-70

Fees

500
2,000

1,500
1,000
70

500
100

Total for Month

4,570

2,000

1,500

1,000

70

1,500

600

Ending Balance

4,690

2,100

1,500

1,000

90

1,500

600

4,090

2,000

1,000

1,000

90

600

100

500

Transfers Out:

-To Bound Stock
-To Variances
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to undertake new publishing proj
ects for titles with similar cost
factors.
Providing accurate statements
and payments to authors for their
earnings on books sold is a key fac
tor in maintaining a good house
author relationship. This function
can be complicated by the tax
planning requirements of authors.
By integrating the royalty system
with the order processing system
and storing various contract provi
sions and payment criteria, the
computer can calculate the royalties
earned, offset them against authors’
advances, and prepare reports for
the publisher and statements and
checks for authors. Integration of
the data for this function can also
provide considerable clerical cost
reduction in the maintenance of
records and preparation of authors’
statements.
Integration of data from cost and
royalty accounting, order process
ing, credit management, and inven
tory management through computer
processing can provide manage
ment with overall summary reports
of the house’s operating results.
Such summaries include both in
come statements and a balance
sheet. These reports may be com
pared to the budgets developed
during financial planning, thus ena
bling the publisher to evaluate the
progress of the house against es
tablished goals. This comparison
will provide the basis for “macro
publishing” decisions (that is, those
decisions related to the whole house
as opposed to those for a single
title) designed to correct deviations
from objectives.
Financial management tech
niques (for example, return on in
vestment or discounted cash flow
analysis) which can be used to
compare the projected cost and
revenue flows of proposed pub
lishing projects are gaining accept
ance by financial managers as de
cision making tools. For the pub
lisher these methods have special
interest, since he is called on daily
to decide which new publishing
projects should be undertaken by
his house. Although the financial
48

criteria will not usually be the sole
determination of a new title’s ac
ceptability, they should be care
fully evaluated to determine the
possible effect on the financial status
of the house. This is especially true
when substantial authors’ advances
against future royalties may be nec
essary to obtain new books.
Order processing is complicated
by the multiplicity of marketing
channels and product classifications.
State, national, and international
laws, as well as trade practices, are
other complicating factors. Because
all of the factors must be consid
ered, the order processing function
requires a vast amount of customer
and product knowledge from which
many clerical-level decisions must
be made quickly.
Manual order processing is usu
ally accomplished by a large group
of employees, each a specialist with
knowledge of only certain types of
customers or products. Order proc
essing, therefore, is especially suited
for inclusion in the integrated sys
tem because the computer can re
tain the large quantity of product
and customer information required
to make, both quickly and accu
rately, the necessary order proc
essing decisions.
The integrated order processing
function determines the availability
of an order line item from inven
tory data. If it is available, the sys
tem determines if the books can be
shipped with regard to publishing
date (that is, the date a book is to
be announced) and copyrights (to
ensure protection of the material).
If it is not available, the system
determines the customer’s prefer
ence regarding back orders and
notifies the order clerk of the ex
pected date of shipment.
The problem of long lead times
for new title development and the
requirement that publishing dates
coincide with the periods of highest
demand both indicate the need for
the introduction of scheduling tech
niques. Application of scheduling
methods, such as CPM and PERT,
to the development process for new
books and to the reprint process
for books with active sales will im

prove coordination of editorial and
production activities. Scheduling all
activities will result in improved
budgeting, better cost estimating,
and increased personnel utilization.
Detailed schedules prepared at the
start of a book’s writing phase
(based on past experience for type
of title or author) are used to pro
ject the timing and manpower re
quirements for writing, editing,
copy editing, typesetting, proof
reading (by editor as well as au
thor), production efforts, and print
ing and binding steps. These esti
mates are used as input to the
computer. The computer summar
izes requirements in future periods
and produces reports used by man
agement in budgeting, cost estimat
ing, and manpower planning func
tions, as well as in the control of
development and production ac
tivities.
Many publishers are utilizing two
concepts, mentioned above, that
are currently in use in commercial
and industrial firms: economic
order quantities and reorder points.
The adoption of techniques based
upon these concepts helps to avoid
maintaining unnecessary inventory
levels by pointing out uneconomical
reprint decisions. By using the data
provided by the scheduling, cost
accounting, and order processing
systems to update inventory infor
mation, reports which present sug
gested pricing changes (Figure 7,
facing page) and which indicate
economic reorder quantities based
on past costs and sales and forecast
sales (Figure 8, facing page) can
be prepared automatically.
Distribution includes all of the
processes which are necessary to
bring a book to the reading public
once its physical manufacture is
completed at the bindery. Decisions
must be made as to warehouse lo
cations, transportation and shipping
methods, and retail and wholesale
outlets, as well as on the timing
for release of books to all the vari
ous points in the distribution chan
nels. The object of making these
decisions correctly is not only to
produce the maximum original sale
of books but also to avoid the reManagement Adviser

FIGURE 7

REPRINT PRICING REPORT
HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Period Ending April 30, 1971

TITLE

AUTHOR

NEXT 12
MONTH
FORECAST

ECONOMIC
ORDER
QUANTITY

ESTIMATED
REPRINT
ORDER DATE

AMERICAN HISTORY

P. JONES

20,000

17,500

5-15-71

ANATOMY

M. LANDESMAN

12,000

24,000

NO ORDER

TICKING & TYING

A. E. NESREDNA

15,000

10,000

5-1-71

REQ'D. SELLING
PRICE - PER
PRICING
FORMULA

CURRENT
SELLING
PRICE

ACTION
REQUIRED

12.50

10.00

YES

4.50

5.00

NO

FIGURE 8

REPRINT ORDERING REPORT
HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Period Ending April 30, 1971

Author

Title

Available
Inventory

Next 12
Month
Forecast

Economic
Order
Quantity

Order to
be Placed
By

American History

P. Jones

14,000

20,000

17,500

5-15-71

Anatomy

M. Landesman

22,000

12,000

24,000

No Order

Ticking & Tying

A, E. Nesredna

3,000

15,000

10,000

5- 1-71

Bound Book
Available
Date

Out of
Stock
Date

7-15-71

8-15-71

8- 1-71

7-15-71

No.
Months
Supply

Action
Code

3.5

1

22.0

2

2.5

3

Action Code Table:

1

Reprint

2

Excessive Stock (more than 1 year supply)

3

Reprint & Expedite
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FIGURE 9

SALESMAN PERFORMANCE REPORT
TRADE DEPARTMENT
Period Ending April 30, 1971

turn of large numbers of books
from retail outlets. (A common
business practice of book publish
ers is to give full credit for books
which are not sold and are returned
by retailers.)
The great number of combina
tions of possible factors in selecting
a distribution channel requires care
ful analysis by the publisher in
order to achieve maximum expo
sure to readers’ demand with a
minimum of returns. The analysis
is well suited to the computer, since
large amounts of data on demand
trends may be stored and used to
project the best possible allocation
of books to distribution centers.
Management must also be alert as
to the cost implications of various
distribution channels in order to
control expenses. The automation
of data on these channels and re
lated costs permits the ready com
putation of least-cost solutions to
the economic problems of distri
bution.
Timely market data are required
to give management the “feel for
the market” necessary for determin
ing which new titles to select and
which existing items to reprint. The
house’s marketing system should
provide comprehensive yet con
densed reports of sales performance
data and related expense informa
50

tion which fulfill the information
needs not only of marketing man
agement, but also of the publisher
and editor. Even though the pri
mary purpose of the marketing sys
tem is to improve marketing results,
there are activities in the house,
such as the selection of new titles
or the establishment of a new pub
lishing division, that are the respon
sibility of editorial and corporate
management. The marketing system
should provide the data needed by
the people responsible for these de
cisions, as well as that required for
control of the sales effort. That con
trol is improved when deviations
from expected sales and expense
levels are reported with sufficient
supporting detail at the lowest
practical levels, usually by title.
Such a series of reports might in
clude one for each salesman (Fig
ure 9, above), for all salesmen, or
agents, in a department (Figure 10,
facing page), and for all depart
ments within the house (Figure 11,
facing page).
Present systems in this area often
generate a considerable number of
reports each month. However, these
reports often have to be supple
mented by manual analysis of the
machine output. The value of many
of these reports is dubious, consid
ering that the data are provided

without any indication to manage
ment of where action is required or
where significant market changes
are occurring
The new system should recog
nize the need both to reduce the
volume of output and to limit re
ports to meaningful information.
Consequently, the output reports
should be designed to provide for
grouping data by department and
account, as shown in Figures 9, 10,
and 11, in a manner most suitable
for measuring individual, depart
mental, and overall performance in
comparison to budget. Areas which
deviate significantly from budget
are highlighted. This approach en
ables management at each level to
focus on areas that require atten
tion, rather than having to screen
the results of all areas, and to take
the action required to correct the
problem areas.
Forecasting techniques may be
used in support of both the mar
keting and inventory management
systems. By manipulating historical
and current data collected by these
systems, the forecasting techniques
are used in an attempt to anticipate
the level of future demand. The
importance of anticipating the level
of demand is accentuated by cur
rent market and economic condi
tions. The forecasting techniques
Management Adviser

FIGURE 10

SALES REPORT------ TRADE DEPARTMENT
Period Ending April 30, 1971
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FIGURE II

CORPORATE SALES ANALYSIS
Period Ending April 30, 1971
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used should have these capabilities:
• Statistical mechanism to ex
trapolate available historical and
current sales data into the future;
• Review procedure to permit
management to revise the fore
casts for any conditions unpre
dictable from historical data
alone;
• Routine performance mea
surement to review the accuracy
of prior forecasts, both statistical
and those based on management
revisions.

Integrated systems, due to their
size and complexity, are often in
stalled on a modular (one sub
system at a time) basis. When such
a development plan is being pre
pared, it is essential that the first
step be the complete detailing of the
required interrelationships among
subsystems. Unless these rela
tionships are thoroughly planned,
the initial modules may not be de
veloped in accordance with subse
quent integration requirements.
The effectiveness of the integrated
system is then diluted because the
modules previously installed must
be revised to allow for the missed
interrelationships as each new mod
ule is added.
Having decided on a modular
approach and conceived and
documented the interrelationships
among the modules, the publisher
must work with and direct the sys
tems group in determining module
priorities. This decision will be
based on such factors as:

• What business function most
requires improved computer sup
port?
• What function increases cus
tomer service most significantly?
• What function promises to
produce the highest dollar bene
fits in increased sales or cost
reduction?
• What function provides the
best base for development of the
remaining modules?

When the decision is reached,
the module selected will be de
signed so as to incorporate the re
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quirements of all future segments.
The system linkages are a key fac
tor in maintaining the integrity of
the integrated system. Although it
may not be possible to determine
all linkages before beginning the
first module, an attempt must be
made to do so.
Initial module selection, based
on economic considerations, merits
elaboration. The analysis should, in
fact, be carried out for the inte
grated system as a whole, as well as
in determining the module with
which to begin development of the
system. It may well be that, hav
ing performed the economic analy
sis, the publisher will decide not
to undertake a project of such size
as the integrated system. The eco
nomics of such systems are often
not evaluated as carefully as the
expenditure involved
requires.
Preparation of detailed estimates of
development costs and resultant
savings is imperative before mak
ing the correct decision. This de
cision is not different from other
business decisions and the value of
the information received must jus
tify the cost.
Should this analysis in fact jus
tify the undertaking of the inte
grated system project, careful
thought must be given to staffing
the project team. The wide range
of management areas involved re
quires a multidisciplinary team.
Specialists from the operating areas
of financial planning and control,
order processing and credit man
agement, operations research and
marketing, cost and royalty ac
counting, and financial manage
ment should be included. The tra
ditional approach, that is, a com
puter-oriented system analyst dis
cussing requirements with the
system’s user and then designing
and converting the system, is not
adequate for the complexities in
volved. User personnel at the man
agement level can and must make
a significant, continuing contribu
tion to the development effort if the
integrated system is to be respon
sive to the house’s information and
processing requirements. Computer

specialists in such areas as file de
sign, teleprocessing, and operations
will also be required, but they must
be in addition to the management
personnel described above. Such a
team provides the best combination
of talents to implement an inte
grated system.
If publishers are to maintain sat
isfactorily profitable operations,
they must begin to introduce the
management techniques which are
the key factors in integrated
systems.
The system which provides these
capabilities will require a signifi
cant development effort in terms of
time and expenditure. While the
management techniques and re
lated computer processing in each
area, or subsystem, can be imple
mented on a piecemeal basis, the
full benefits can be realized only
when the installation of the entire
integrated system is thoroughly
planned and carefully controlled.
The necessity of carefully evalu
ating the economics of the inte
grated system has been discussed.
As was emphasized, the house may
be advised not to undertake such
a project if it is not justified by the
related costs and savings. Many of
the management techniques men
tioned can be successfully imple
mented without the computer. How
ever, the maximum advantages are
realized when sophisticated busi
ness methods and computer proc
essing are combined. These ad
vantages are:

• Improved management con
trol through accurate, timely re
porting of marketing, inventory,
and cost data, compared to plans
for each area.
• Optimal utilization of com
puter processing capabilities.
• Reduced costs through de
creased clerical effort, improved
inventory control and distribu
tion, and faster, more accurate
response to demand changes.
The integrated system thus aids
the publisher in achieving financial
goals without sacrificing literary
and editorial objectives.
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Computers, Communications, and
the Public Interest by Martin
Greenberger (Editor), The Johns
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Mary

land 21218, 1971, 315 pages, $12.50.
In this book, an edited record of
a series of symposia sponsored by
The Johns Hopkins University and
The Brookings Institution in Wash
ington between September, 1969,
and May, 1970, eight well known
speakers and a large number of al
most as distinguished discussants
offer some provocative ideas on

have the computer and the commu
nications technology with which it
is increasingly intertwined can
best be used to benefit mankind
rather than to enslave it.
The series of lectures on the
computer reproduced in this book
was the second organized by Pro
fessor Greenberger (who is a pro
fessor of computer science at Johns
Hopkins). The first, held at Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology in
1961, included, he says, “the first
technical account of time sharing
in the sense we use the term to
day.”
The current volume probably
contains nothing quite so historic.

It does, however, offer a remark
ably interesting group of papers by
a well chosen set of speakers who
are deeply involved in their
subjects.
Perhaps the most original thinker
of the lot is Herbert A. Simon, a
professor of computer science and
psychology at Carnegie-Mellon Uni
versity. He attacks the problem of
the information explosion (for
which the use of the computer is
at least partly responsible) by turn
ing it inside out—“The obverse of a
population problem is a scarcity
problem. ... a wealth of informa
tion creates a poverty of attention
and a need to allocate that atten
tion efficiently among the over

REVIEW EDITORS
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articles dealing with management subjects, Management
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abundance of information sources
that might consume it.”
As a general principle of infor
mation system design, he suggests
the following: "An information
processing subsystem (a computer
or new organization unit) will re
duce the net demand on the rest
of the organization’s attention only
if it absorbs more information pre
viously received by others than it
produces—that is, if it listens and
thinks more than it speaks.” In an
information-rich world, to start the
design of an information processing
system by considering the informa
tion it will supply is doing things
backwards. To be an attention conserver for an organization, an infor
mation system must be an informa
tion condenser. "The crucial ques
tion is how much information it
will allow to be withheld from the
attention of other parts of the
system.”

To conserve attention
In order to conserve attention, he
points out, an information system
can do one or both of two things:
It can receive and store informa
tion that would otherwise have to
be received by other systems, and
it can transform or filter input in
formation into output that demands
fewer hours of attention than the
input. This means that computers
"must be taught to behave at a
higher level of intelligence. This
will take a large, vigorous research
and development effort.”

Civil liberties

One of the most controversial
subjects included in the symposium
discussion is the relationship be
tween civil liberties and computer
ized data systems. Charles L.
Schultze, who was Director of the
Bureau of the Budget at the time
its proposal for a national data
bank center created such a storm,
explains in the book that the plan
was for a central statistical data
bank whose data would be used
only for legitimate statistical pur
poses, not to gain knowledge about
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specific individuals or institutions.
Such a system, he maintains, would
pose no threat to liberty if the fol
lowing conditions were met:
Conditions specified

1. The system should be run by
a highly competent statistical staff
in a central statistical development
agency established under Census
Bureau confidentiality rules.
2. Matched sample files contain
ing demographic and social-status
information but excluding “dossier”
types of information should be
constructed.
3. Individual file data should be
made available to users without
individual identification. Where this
is not feasible, computer techniques
should be developed to let user
computers manipulate the original
data file and provide statistics to
users without revealing the file data
itself.
4. The central agency should co
operate with users to construct
model files that could be manipu
lated by users.
5. The central agency should
help analysts match special survey
data with central data files, manip
ulate the matched data, and pre
pare the combined results in appro
priate summary form. The system
should ensure that individual files
are never displayed.
Computer not the cause
Actually, according to Alan F.
Westin, professor of public law and
government at Columbia Univer
sity, the basic issues of privacy and
due process in record systems have
been a growing problem for some
time as military and law enforce
ment agencies have built up their
dossiers on individual citizens. The
problem is "seriously aggravated
by computerization but . . . not
caused by it.”
He sees the solution as a matter
of differentiating clearly among ad
ministrative, intelligence, and sta
tistical systems and keeping them
separate both “inside computerized
data systems (as can be done tech

nologically) and in the output of
these systems.” Professor Westin
also suggests drafting of model
statutes to define the core elements
of individual privacy and due proc
ess that deserve protection in com
puterized information systems. “As
a basic premise, when the informa
tion sought is personal and creates
feelings of intrusion in reasonable
men, the burden of justifying the
need for such information should
be on the agency that seeks to col
lect it.”
Regulation needed

Some new regulatory institutions
also may be needed, Professor
Westin suggests. A new telecom
munications agency might have
jurisdiction to ensure the rights of
citizens; public review committees
of outside appointees should be
created to monitor each computer
ized data system maintained by
government; or an independent
registry and rule-making commis
sion on computerized data systems
could be created.
Other topics

Other controversial topics on the
agenda at the symposia include the
role of the Federal Communica
tions Commission in guiding the
progress of the "combined revolu
tions in communications and infor
mation technology” (FCC Commis
sioner Nicholas Johnson finds its
record so far inadequate) and the
protection of property rights under
the new technology (Ralph S.
Brown, Jr., professor of law at Yale
University, favors a modified form
of copyright for computer programs
with an application right attached,
but some of the discussants lean
toward patents for computer soft
ware). Both these discussions, car
ried on principally by lawyers, are
somewhat technical.
The other subjects covered in the
book are large time sharing net
works (a forecast by John G.
Kemeny, president of Dartmouth
College);
“compunications”
(a
coined term that seems to mean
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computer communications) in the
national decision making process,
an analysis of intelligence systems
by Anthony G. Oettinger, chairman
of the Computer Science and Engi
neering Board of the National
Academy of Sciences; education in
modern society, a forecast that as
sumes the growth of computerassisted training by James S. Cole
man, professor of social relations at
Johns Hopkins; and man and the
machine, a philosophical discussion
by Harvard Professor Daniel Bell.
Thanks to a remarkably select
list of speakers, these symposia pro
vide a discussion of these topics
that is among the best balanced
and freest of “hot air” yet record
ed. The book is recommended to
computer specialists and nonspe
cialists alike.
(Incidentally, this book is avail
able at a 20 per cent discount to
members of constituent societies of
the American Federation of Infor
mation Processing Societies—of
which the AICPA is one. Orders,
at $10 a copy, must be prepaid and
must include the individual’s so
ciety membership number. They
should be sent to AFIPS Press, 210
Summit Avenue, Montvale, New
Jersey 07645.)

The EDP People Problem by
Fred Gruenberger (Editor), Data
Processing Digest, Inc., 6820 La
Gijera Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal
ifornia 90045, 1971, 176 pages, $12
(paperbound).

This collection of 13 articles on
the personnel problems in elec
tronic data processing management,
written by a dozen computer pro
fessionals, supplies few solutions
but many helpful suggestions.

Nearly every computer failure or
inadequacy can be traced to the
software rather than the hardware
—which means people. “When we
come right down to it, all our
problems are people problems,”
says the editor of this little vol
ume, a reprint of a series of arti
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cles that ran in Data Processing
Digest in 1969-70. “People Are the
Problem and the Solution” is the
title of his introductory chapter.
Authors representing consulting
firms, employers of programers, and
the programers themselves discuss
such problems as the relations be
tween EDP and user departments
and between EDP and top man
agement; identification of EDP tal
ent; training and professional de
velopment; special problems of
managing large computer installa
tions and government EDP opera
tions; and the role of women in
data processing.
As in all anthologies, the chap
ters vary in quality. The contribu
tion on private institutes for com
puter training, although admittedly
biased (the author, the director of
one of them, titled his article “Pri
vate EDP Schools: The Positive
View”), is nevertheless thorough
judicious, and constructive. The
chapter on women in EDP, on the
other hand, offers almost no infor
mation and little in the way of in
teresting opinion.
As a whole, the articles tend to
be skimpy and somewhat super
ficial. All, however, stem from per
sonal experience; thus, even the
worst of them are refreshingly non
academic in style and content and
thoroughly practical in orientation.

tive was to determine what impact
computers were having on general
management practice and the re
lated area of organizational policy.
The approach was to talk to man
agers and learn their views, which,
together with library sources and
personal experience, formed the
basis for his forecasts of trends and
his recommendations for improve
ment.
The findings are, on the whole,
familiar:

Findings no surprise

The companies studied have
done an extensive job of computer
izing the so-called clerical-type
processing activities. There has also
been substantial progress in pro
duction processing, including proc
ess control. In each case there has
been relatively little effect on high
er-level management.
Broader operating systems are
under development in many com
panies, and increasing linkage of
subsystems is popularizing the con
cept of an integrated management
information system. “No really in
telligent person believes” in the
possibility of a genuine total sys
tem, but “there is a variety of views
as to how far one can ultimately
go in this direction.”
Information improved

Computers and Management:
The Executive Viewpoint by Vic
tor Z. Brink, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Englewood Cliffs, New
1971, 172 pages, $7.95.

Jersey,

Writing from the viewpoint of
top management, this Columbia
Business School professor summar
izes the findings of a survey of
computer usage in more than 100
large organizations and presents his
ideas for improvement.

Dr. Brink conducted “field re
search” on more than 100 large in
dustrial corporations over a period
of several years and actually vis
ited about 30 of them. The objec

Computers have significantly im
proved the information available
for the support of most manage
ment decisions. This is the goal in
the increasing use of large-scale
common data banks, which, how
ever, have proved “extremely diffi
cult” to develop. Considerable, but
uneven, progress is being made in
the use of management science
techniques.
With improved information, man
agement is able to plan over a
longer period of time and to mea
sure and evaluate the impact of an
increasing number of pertinent
variables. Better information also
has resulted in improved control,
through more accurate standards of
performance, decision-rule systems,
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faster reporting of results, and more
extensive analysis of deviations
from standards.
The computer’s technical need
for uniformity in data definitions
and descriptions of operations is
leading to standardization of data
formats and procedures and thus
more organizational cohesiveness.
Clerical personnel displacement
has not proved to be a problem, al
though it may become one; clerical
job satisfaction seems, if anything,
to have improved. Middle manage
ment has not been reduced in size;
in fact, its numbers have grown;
and jobs have broadened rather
than narrowed. The principal ef
fects of the computer on organiza
tion structure seem to be a trend
toward centralization and the grow
ing use of project study groups.
In view of the controversy sur
rounding the impact of the com
puter on organization structure,
one could wish that the author had
not so rigidly avoided what he
calls “the ambitious but frequently
unrealistic extension of quantifica
tion to the analysis or organiza
tional judgments reviewed.” It
would be interesting to know how
many companies reported what—
and that information would make
it much easier to evaluate the ex
tremely broad conclusions.
The author’s forecasts and rec
ommendations are even more vague
and generalized. As in so many
books addressed to top manage
ment, that orientation seems to be
come a justification for lack of
concreteness. Acceptance of the
author’s views must rest entirely on
his credentials rather than on the
nature of his material. This is not
a book for the student of EDP; it
is for the high-level executive who
knows either a great deal—or noth
ing at all—about computers.
Briefly listed
Writing in Business by J. S. Lind
auer, The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1971, 269 pages, $5.95.

Despite the breadth of its title, this
book concentrates on letters. They
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include, however, sales promotion
pieces, testimonials, resumes, and
short reports. There is considerable
stress on format. A glossary at the
end reviews the basics of grammar,
punctuation, capitalization, etc.
Guide to Locating New Products,
TTA Information Services Com
pany, 4 West Fourth Avenue, San
Mateo, California 94402, 1971, 66
pages, $25.

This directory lists and describes
125 patent marketing companies,
patent and product development
organizations, international trade
and licensing firms, product search
companies, and specialized infor
mation services that concentrate on
locating and/or developing new
products for corporate clients. The
information provided includes size
of operation, services offered, cli
ents, and financial statistics. The
guide also discusses general sources
of new products.

MAGAZINES
A Simulation Approach to In
vestment Decision by E. Eugene

Carter, California Management
Review, Summer, 1971.

This article outlines a computer
ized approach to the evaluation of
proposed capital investments that
would recognize the interaction
among them by treating the entire
body of possible projects as an
investment portfolio.

A broadening of traditional cap
ital budgeting techniques to permit
the evaluation of a group of pro
posed projects in a computerized
simulation of an investment port
folio is proposed by this author.
He rejects as unrealistic the use
of a single objective (such as profit
maximization) and instead suggests
quantifying multiple goals, multi
ple constraints, and value alterna
tives and letting the manager
choose among the trade-offs in goal
fulfillment.

Two banks of data would be
required for such a simulation.
First, top management would need
a simulation projecting sales, costs,
earnings, and the like for the com
pany without any additional cap
ital projects. This is a “big job,” the
author concedes. A similar simula
tion model would be needed for
each of the proposed capital proj
ects. These individual models
should be combined into a simula
tion of joint incomes, showing ex
pected values, variances, and co
variances of all projects. Then top
management, using individual com
puter terminals, could vary the
possible combinations of projects to
assign priorities.
A good deal of space is devoted
in this article to discussion of the
role of each level of management in
the portfolio selection process and
to the mechanics of proposal and
review. The heart of the proposal,
the formulas for the various simu
lations, is barely touched on. It is
not clear whether the author has
ever attempted the design of such
a simulation or whether he is talk
ing purely in the abstract.
The basic idea presented in the
article sounds like a good one. Its
practicality and the validity of the
results remain an open question in
the absence of evidence that the
technique has ever been tested in
any way.

The Sex Barrier in Business by
Eleanor Brantley Schwartz, At
lanta Economic Review, June, 1971.

Women are not about to take
over the executive suite in Ameri
can business. Surveying the atti
tudes of male executives, this
author found them surprisingly
frank in admitting their prejudices.

To learn how U.S. executives
really feel about women in the ex
ecutive ranks, this author surveyed
300 male executives from the larg
est U.S. corporations, 300 execu
tives from small businesses, and 300
women who had achieved exec
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utive status. (The response rate
ranged from 47 per cent for the
women in the sample to 23 per
cent for the small business leaders
in the group.)
In a third of the companies
women represent less than 2 per
cent of all management personnel.
The percentage is lowest in the
small businesses, and there nearly
all the women managers are em
ployed at the first (or supervisory)
level of management. Women make
up about 1 per cent of the persons
at the senior management level in
the big businesses; there are no
women at this level in the small
businesses.

Experience reported good
Although nearly all the male ex
ecutives reported that their experi
ence with women in management
positions had been “good” or “very
good,” most of the small-company
male executives and nearly half of
the big-company male executives
admitted that there was discrimina
tion against women in management.
More than half of the male exec
utives felt that women were as
capable in management positions
as men; that women could make
precise, clear decisions; that women
did have the fortitude to dismiss
subordinate personnel; that women
did not use their femininity to
achieve their objectives; that ab
senteeism among women was not
higher than among men; that
women were not overly sensitive
to contradiction; that women did
not expect special treatment; and
that women did not work only to
supplement their incomes.
Criticisms voiced

On the other hand, a significant
number felt that women were too
emotional in working with other
women; that women had less ca
reer motivation than men; that
women did not provide as large a
return on investment in education
al and training dollars as men; that
women preferred not to work for
other women; that men preferred
not to work for women; and that
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women were not as dedicated to
management as men.
Almost all the executives reported
that their companies provided no
special training to prepare women
for management positions, and
nearly half reported “no noticeable
difference” in utilization of women
since the enactment of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
Prejudice against women is great
est among older managers, some
respondents reported—with the ex
ception that “the higher men go,
the less biased they become.”
Women have to worry not only
about male attitudes, some said,
but also about female attitudes to
ward women in senior positions.
“To a very large extent, they con
tend, women hold women back;
and, ultimately, women’s biggest
challenge may not be one of gain
ing full acceptance by male exec
utives as much as that of remov
ing the distrust, competitiveness,
and damaging jealousies of other
females.” A sad commentary.
These—and other—results of Pro
fessor Schwartz’s study are interest
ing less for the conclusions—which
are well known—than for the frank
ness with which the men surveyed
admitted their prejudices. Her
findings are being published in
book form.

How to Measure Thinking by
Emerson A. Boepple, Jr., and L.
A. Kelly, Industrial Engineering,
July, 1971.

A representative of a consulting
firm that specializes in work meas
urement and a client spokesman
discuss a proprietary work-time
factor system that purports to
measure mental processes.

As the proportion of production
workers in the work force drops,
white-collar and service workers
are becoming the primary frontier
for the spread of work measure
ment techniques; only about 5 per
cent of these people are subject to

any kind of work measurement sys
tem, according to these authors.
Standard times have been worked
out for some of the motions that
are common in clerical work, but
the spread of work measurement
has been hampered by the facts
that physical activities are less im
portant than mental ones in most
white-collar jobs and that mental
processes cannot be observed
directly.
Mento-Factor System

Now the Wofac Company, a di
vision of Science Management Cor
poration, has come up with a work
factor system for mental work,
known as the Mento-Factor Sys
tem. Basic time values (called
“fundamental mental process
times”) have been developed for
13 basic mental processes: eye mo
tions (focus and shift), see, con
duct, discriminate, span, identify,
convert, memorize, recall, compute,
sustain, decide, and transfer atten
tion. The time value for a function,
expressed in units of one-tenthousandth of a second, represents
“the net elapsed time required by
thousands of simultaneous brain
functions to accomplish a designat
ed function. These basic elements,
which become the common denom
inator for analyzing all work, form
the Mento-Interval—the time re
quired to complete one cycle of the
mental process that occurs between
eye motions. Mento-Intervals are
combined to form a mental opera
tion cycle—the time required to
perform a complete mental task.”

How it works
The system is applied in this
way:
First, the objective of a mental
task is defined, using the “defini
tions, rules of application, and clar
ification of difficulties” in the
Mento-Factor manual. Then all
“fundamental mental processes used
by the operator are listed and the
best method established.” Then the
“correct fundamental time values”
for each process are assigned and
added.
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The Mento-Factor System, the
authors claim, can be used to es
tablish accurate time standards for
“any non-creative or semi-creative”
mental task, including visual in
spection; counting; computer pro
graming; reading or listening to in
structions; sorting; assembly and
inspection
under
microscopes;
problem solving in engineering, ac
counting, or drafting; and proof
reading, compiling, and editing
activities.
The article described in some
detail the application of the system
at R. L. Polk & Company’s City
Directory Division in Detroit,
Michigan, where it is being used
to develop time standards for proof
ing and editing operations in the
preparation of city directories.
Other users include Motorola, Boe
ing, N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfab
ricken, and RCA.
All users, say the authors, “have
been able to develop more effective
methods and accurate and reliable
standards for performing mental
tasks using Mento-Factor.” At Polk,
there has been “significant achieve
ment” in “maintaining or improving
the quality of the work” and “rec
ognition of appropriate human be
havioral factors.” No supporting ev
idence is cited. Nor is any evidence
offered as to the validity of the
breakdown of mental processes or
of the standard times developed,
other than the statement that they
have been “field tested thoroughly.”

The Development of Managerial
Models by G. Anthony Gorry,
Sloan Management Review, Win
ter, 1971.

There are two ways to improve
the quality of managerial decision
making: to provide better informa
tion and to make better use of the
information available. This author
thinks the first alternative has been
overemphasized; he describes how
helpful even a simple model can
to be an operating manager when
the manager has helped develop it
and understands it.
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The major emphasis of informa
tion systems designers, the author
of this articles notes, has been on
providing managers with better
quality information—more accurate,
more detailed, more timely. This
approach has been helpful in solv
ing structured, relatively routine
problems such as personnel sched
uling and inventory control.

Model should be first
It will be much less productive,
he feels, as information systems ac
tivities expand into the domain of
higher management. More and bet
ter information will not necessarily
be helpful unless it is properly
used, and its use depends on the
manager’s understanding of his en
vironment. Improvement in his un
derstanding—or model—of the busi
ness environment should come first.
A poor model may lead him to
solve a problem incorrectly or to
solve the wrong problem. And,
since the model determines the in
formation to be gathered, its devel
opment should precede the design
of the information system.
Actual model described

The author describes the devel
opment of a model he designed for
the plant manager of a company
producing large, complex electronic
equipment. Service to the parent
company customer was the prime
objective even though orders often
arrived with short lead times. The
diversity of the equipment details
(more than 20,000 distinct config
urations of finished equipment with
100,000 parts in inventory) plus the
specialization of the equipment
early in the manufacturing process
made it difficult to forecast de
mand.
The original proposal was for a
large-scale simulation model of the
plant’s production process, but the
manager felt he needed immediate
assistance. A relatively simple
model—approximate and incom
plete but faster to design—was de
cided upon.
Since the system designer was
unfamiliar with the plant’s proc
esses, he leaned heavily on inter

views with the manager for infor
mation about the various relation
ships involved. The resulting
model, although simple, produced
complex patterns of investment and
output that proved remarkably
similar to the plant’s historical
patterns.
The first question put to the
model was whether, in response to
increasing pressure from parent
company management, the man
ager should stop all parts orders
for a while. He felt the plant would
“recover” from the resulting disrup
tion in 10 to 15 weeks. When the
proposal was tested in the model,
it led to markedly higher variances
in investment and output levels—
not for 10 or 15 weeks but for more
than a year. He decided not to
risk it.
The model also was used in
other, less significant ways. Its chief
advantage, the author seems to feel,
was that the manager accepted it
because he had helped to create it.
Do not assume, the author con
cludes, that “a manager’s inability
to make good decisions implies that
he cannot make good parameter
estimates.”
The model also had substantial
educational value, the author
thinks: “. . . many information sys
tems people tend to judge the value
of models in terms of specific de
cisions which must be made. But
educative models ultimately can
improve managerial effectiveness
by providing a better representa
tion of the environment. The bene
fits may accrue over relatively long
periods of time and in unantici
pated ways.”
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for Scientific Management, Wil
liam J. Schroeder, Jr., July-Aug
ust, p. 37.

Portraits
Socio-Economic Accounting: Its
Origins, Its Future—An Inter
view with David F. Linowes,
Louise H. Dratler, NovemberDecember, p. 23.

Seventh Annual AICPA Comput
er Conference, Staff Report, (Part
Two), November-December, p.
33.
Psychology
See Human Relations
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Publishing House Management
Integrated Systems for Publishing
Houses, Edward A. Schefer
and Ernest B. Thompson, No
vember-December, p. 41.

Risk Analysis
Seventh Annual AICPA Comput
er Conference, Staff Report,
(Part One), September-October,
p. 43.

Statistical Control
Estimating Production Costs in
a Machine Shop, Lloyd D. Doney
and Thomas A. Gelb, JanuaryFebruary, p. 42.

Real Time Systems
Integrated Information Systems—
Shadow or Substance?, Peter P.
Schoderbek and Stephen E. Scho
derbek, November-December, p.
27.

Sales Analysis
Down-to-Earth Marketing Infor
mation Systems, Neil Doppelt,
September-October, p. 19.

Systems Analysis and Design
Information System Danger Sig
nals, John H. Barnett, JanuaryFebruary, p. 27.

Sales Variances: A Further Look,
Robert E. Malcom, March-April,
p. 48.

Down-to-Earth Marketing Infor
mation Systems, Neil Doppelt,
September-October, p. 19.

Regression Analysis
Estimating Production Costs in a
Machine Shop, Lloyd D. Doney
and Thomas A. Gelb, JanuaryFebruary, p. 42.

Reports
Sales Variances: A Further Look,
Robert E. Malcom, March-April,
p. 48.
Residual Income Analysis
A Better Perspective on Capital
Expenditure Decisions, William
L. Ferrara, September-October,
p. 48.

Resource Allocation
Socio-Economic Accounting: Its
Origins, Its Future—An Inter
view with David F. Linowes,
Louise H. Dratler, NovemberDecember, p. 23.

A Better Perspective on Capital
Expenditure Decisions, William
L. Ferrara, September-October,
p. 48.

The Market-Oriented Company
and Its Information Needs, Allen
Weiss, July-August, p. 50.
Scheduling
A Business Solution to Over
crowding and Inflation, Reuben
W. Abrams, May-June, p. 21.

Data Processing—Now Frontier
for Scientific Management, Wil
liam J. Schroeder, Jr., July-Au
gust, p. 37.

Securities Industry Management
Wall Street—The Need for LongRange Planning, Herbert A.
Fraenkel, March-April, p. 17.
Self-Checking Digit Technique
The Application and Reliability
of the Self-Checking Digit Tech
nique, John O. Mason, Jr., and
William E. Connelly, SeptemberOctober, p. 27.

The CPA’s Role in Restoring the
Ecological Balance, Henry S.
Sawin, March-April, p. 22.
Integrated Information Systems—
Shadow or Substance?, Peter P.
Schoderbek and Stephen E. Scho
derbek, November-December, p.
27.

Seventh Annual AICPA Comput
er Conference, Staff Report,
(Part One), September-October,
p. 43.
Technological Obsolescence
Seventh Annual AICPA Comput
er Conference, Staff Report, (Part
Two), November-December, p.
33.

Time Sharing
Sixth Annual AICPA Computer
Conference, Staff Report, (Part
Two), May-June, p. 49.
Seventh Annual AICPA Comput
er Conference, Staff Report,
(Part One), September-October
p. 43.

How Accountants Can Help in a
Loosely Structured Organization,
John P. Fertakis, January-Febru
ary, p. 48.

Sensitivity Analysis
Seventh Annual AICPA Comput
er Conference, Staff Report,
(Part One), September-October,'
p. 43.

Computer-Based Audits, Carlton
D. Stolle, May-June, p. 38.

Responsibility Reporting
Cost Accounting—Its Role in a
Hospital Information System, Al
bert P. Ameiss and Warren A.
Thompson, March-April, p. 30.

Small Business Management
Information System Danger Sig
nals, John H. Barnett, JanuaryFebruary, p. 27.

Turnover Analysis
Service Flows and Operating Cy
cles, Colin Park, July-August, p.
15.

Data Processing—Now Frontier
for Scientific Management, Wil
liam J. Schroeder, Jr., July-Aug
ust, p. 37.
Return On Investment Analysis
A Better Perspective on Capital
Expenditure Decisions, William
L. Ferrara, September-October,
p. 48.
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Social Accounting
Socio-Economic Accounting: Its
Origins, Its Future—An Inter
view with David F. Linowes,
December, p. 23.

How Accountants Can Help in a
Loosely Structured Organization,
John P. Fertakis, January-Febru
ary, p. 48.

Work Measurement and
Simplification
See Clerical Work Measurement
Work Week
A Business Solution to Over
crowding and Inflation, Reuben
W. Abrams, May-June, p. 21.
Management Adviser

AICPA Publications of Special Interest to
MANAGEMENT ADVISER Readers
AUDITING AND EDP by Gordon B. Davis
Published in 1968, this book continues to provide
authoritative information and guidance on the exami
nation of business enterprises which use computers
for recordkeeping. It is based on the broad experience
of a special task force appointed by the American
Institute and covers virtually every aspect of this
important subject.
Extensively illustrated, the book discusses typical
procedures and preferred practices for the proper
management and control of computer operations to
help the auditor in his review of the data processing
system. It also describes in detail specific audit pro
cedures, explains criteria for deciding which auditing
approach is appropriate in different circumstances and
provides information for evaluating the usefulness of
various methods.
A concluding sections deals with problems raised
by integrated systems, service centers and time sharing.
Cloth bound.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

Organization and Management of the EDP Function . . .
Documentation of the EDP System . . . Hardware Fea
tures for Control Over Equipment Malfunctions . . . Con
trol Over Input and Output . . . Programmed Control
Over Processing . . . Safeguarding Records and Files . . .
Evaluating Internal Control . . . The Audit Trail in an
EDP System . . . Auditing Without the Computer . . .
Using the Computer to Test the System . . . Using the
Computer to Test the Records Produced . . . Auditing Ad
vanced Systems . . . Auditing Data Processing Performed
by Computer Service Centers . . . Training of the CPA
for Auditing EDP . . . Extensive Practical Reference
Materials.
344 PAGES

$15.00

DISCOUNT PRICE TO AICPA MEMBERS $12.00

MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES GUIDELINES SERIES
No. 2: Documentation Guides for
Administration of MAS Engagements

No. 1: Guidelines for Administration of
the Management Advisory
Services Practice
This booklet, issued in 1968, is a concise guide to
the efficient administration of a management advisory
services engagement.
The subject is discussed chronologically from pre
liminary client negotiations through completion of
the engagement, with special consideration given to
such questions as development and arrangement of
engagements . . . problem definition and initial plan
ning . . . proposal letters . . . engagement programs
. . . reports . . . implementation of recommendations
. . . and evaluation of performance.
Paper bound.
44 PAGES
DISCOUNT PRICE TO AICPA MEMBERS $2.00

$2.50

This guide describes and illustrates a variety of
documentation practices and procedures for maintain
ing quality control in management advisory services
work. Following a demonstration of how an engage
ment proposal may be expanded into detailed tasks,
it describes various specific types of documentation
used to provide a record of the research undertaken
and alternatives considered. The study concludes with
a description of alternatives found useful in final
reporting and in engagement review practices. It also
includes a variety of forms and examples of docu
mentation.
Paper bound.
140 PAGES
DISCOUNT PRICE TO AICPA MEMBERS $3.00

All orders shipped postpaid. Please include payment with your order and add 7 percent sales
tax in New York City. Elsewhere in New York State, add 4 percent plus local tax if applicable.

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10019

$3.75

If your customers are in trouble,
your business is in trouble.
Most businessmen know that no
business is any healthier than the
community around it.
That’s why so many
successful businesses go all out
to support the United Way drive
each year.
advertising contributed for the public good

Top executives devote their
time and energy to organize
effective campaigns within their
firms. They encourage their
employees to get involved in
the work of the United Way
agencies. And they set up payroll

deduction plans to make giving
a little easier.
It’s a lot of work. But it
pays off. Big.
Because what's good for
the community is good for
business.

Support The United Way.
If you don't do it, it won't get done.

